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PROGRAM 
 

THE PRECOURSE, ALL INVITED LECTURES, AND PODIUM SESSIONS TAKE 
PLACE IN THE FOREST SCIENCES CENTRE, 2424 MAIN MALL, ROOM 1005 

 

 

 



Wednesday, June 2, 2010 

FOREST SCIENCES CENTRE, 2424 MAIN MALL 

08:00-15:30 Registration desk open (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 

9:00-12:00 Precourse in joint mechanics (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 

Participants will receive an introduction to joint mechanics, including the current state of understanding of joint 
biomechanics and the limitations of current methods for assessing mechanics in human and animal joints.  
 
The course consists of three modules, each of which focuses on a different approach to measuring joint mechanics.  
Each module includes a short lecture component and hands-on exercises. 

 
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break 
 
12:00- 13:30 Lunch (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
13:30-15:00 Invited Lectures: NOVEL APPROACHES TO OA IMAGING (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 

KINEMATICS, MECHANICS AND OA 
Scott Tashman, Pittsburgh  
 
IMAGING WEIGHTBEARING AND MOVEMENT USING MRI  
Garry Gold, Stanford   

MENISCAL PATHOLOGY AND OA  
Ali Guermazi, Boston University  
 

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 

15:45-17:00 Podium Session 1 (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 

15:45  IN VIVO CARTILAGE COMPRESSION PATTERNS IN HEALTHY AND OA KNEES  
Cotofana S., Eckstein F., Wirth W., Souza R.B.,  Li X., Wyman B.T.,  
 Hellio-Le Graverand M.P., Link T.M., Majumdar S. 
 
16:00  AGE DEPENDENT CHANGES OF SODIUM CONCENTRATION IN HUMAN KNEE CARTILAGE MEASURED AT 7T   
Kassey V.B., Ramanathan G., Shore A.,

 
Hari H.,Thomas C. and Reddy R. 

 
16:15  A DYNAMIC MRI MEASUREMENT METHOD FOR KNEE BIOMECHANICS  
d'Entremont A.G., Nordmeyer-Massner J.A., Bos C., Wilson D.R., Pruessmann K.P. 
 
16:30  EFFECT OF B0 MAGNETIC FIELD CHANGES ON QUANTITATIVE T1ρ RELAXATION MEASUREMENTS  
Thedens D.R., Klocke N.F., Martin J.A., Baer T.E., Pedersen D.R.  

16:45   QUANTITATIVE MRI OF ARTICULAR CARTILAGE: A COMPARISON OF T1ρ, T2 MAPPING, AND SODIUM MRI IN 

HEALTHY AND ARTHRITIC SUBJECTS  
Vogelsong M.A., Staroswiecki E., Pappas G., Hargreaves B.A., Han E., Safran M., Gold G.E. 

 
18:30 Dinner (Cecil Green Park House, 6251 Cecil Green Park Road) 

Cecil Green Park House is a 20 minute walk from the Marine Drive Accommodations and the Forest Sciences Centre, and 
somewhat closer to the Walter Gage Residences and the West Coast Suites.  Please refer to the campus map.  



Thursday, June 3, 2010 

FOREST SCIENCES CENTRE, 2424 MAIN MALL 

08:00-14:00 Registration desk open (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
09:00-10:30 Invited Lectures: RECENT EVIDENCE FROM LARGE COHORTS (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 

EVIDENCE FOR THE ROLE OF ALIGNMENT AND MECHANICS - LARGE COHORTS  
David Hunter, University of Sydney  
 
CARTILAGE MORPHOMETRY DATA FROM THE OAI - NEW INSIGHTS ON MEASURING OA PROGRESSION. 
 Felix Eckstein, PMU, Salzburg   
 
COMPARING THE RESPONSIVENESS OF IMAGING MODALITIES IN OA  
Elena Losina, Harvard 
 

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
11:15 – 12:30  Podium Session 2 (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre)  
 

11:15  THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRUCTURAL PATHOLOGY ASSESSED BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF 
THE KNEE AND CREPITUS IN A POPULATION-BASED COHORT WITH KNEE PAIN.   
Crema M.D., Guermazi A., Sayre E.C., Roemer F.W., Marra M.D., Wong H., Thorne A., Singer J, Esdaile J.M., Kopec 
J.A., Nicolaou S., Cibere J. 
 
11:30  DEVELOPMENT OF CARTILAGE THICKNESS, POST TRAUMATIC BONE MARROW LESIONS AND JOINT FLUID 
VOLUMES AFTER ACUTE ACL DISRUPTION – A 2 YEAR PROSPECTIVE MRI STUDY  
Frobell R.B. 
 
11:45  MRI-ASSESSED PREVALENCE OF CARTILAGE DAMAGE AND OSTEOPHYTES: A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE 
ATROPHIC AND HYPERTROPHIC PHENOTYPES OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS IN THE FRAMINGHAM COHORT   
Roemer F.W., Guermazi A., Niu J., Zhang Y., Felson D.T. 
 
12:00  THE EFFECT OF KNEE-BENDING ACTIVITIES ON CARTILAGE T2 VALUES AND WORMS  
Hovis K.K., Haughom B.D., Baum T., Souza R.B., Stehling C., Pialat J.B., Link T.M. 
 
12:15  NATURAL HISTORY OF RADIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF HAND OA OVER 10 YEARS  
Englund M., Paradowski P.T., Lohmander L.S.  
 

 
12:30-14:00 Lunch and poster viewing (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
14:00- 17:00 POSTER SESSION (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
18:00  Banquet (Museum of Anthropology, 6393 North West Marine Drive) 
 
The Museum of Anthropology is a 20 minute walk from the Marine Drive Accommodations and the Forest Sciences 
Centre, and somewhat closer to the Walter Gage Residences and the West Coast Suites.  Please refer to the campus map.  

Guided tours of the museum will leave the museum main entrance at 18:00 and 18:30.    



Friday, June 4, 2010 

FOREST SCIENCES CENTRE, 2424 MAIN MALL 

08:00-12:00 Registration desk open (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
09:00-10:30 Invited Lectures: HIP DEFORMITIES: A CLEAR CASE OF MECHANICAL ETIOLOGY? (room 1005, Forest Sciences 
Centre) 
 

HIP IMAGING  
Brian Hargreaves, Stanford 
 
HIP MECHANICS 
Tom Brown, Iowa  
 
ROLE OF IMAGING IN SURGICAL PLANNING  
Young-Jo Kim, Harvard 

 
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
11.15 – 12.30 Podium Session 3 (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 

11:15  QUADRICEPS MUSCLE ATROPHY ACROSS A CLINICAL SPECTRUM OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS  
Berger M.J., McKenzie C.A., Chess D.G., Harper-Little C., Doherty T.J.   
 
11:30  SELECTION OF COMPARABLE ANATOMICAL LOCATIONS OF MUSCLE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE 
OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE MRI DATA  
Dannhauer T., Wirth W., Eckstein F. 
 
11:45  EARLY SUBCHONDRAL PLATE THINNING IN DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL CANINE MODELS OF OA IS INTRINSIC 
TO CARTILAGE DEGENERATION WHILE TRABECULAR CHANGES ARE RELATED TO UNLOADING.  
Intema F, Mastbergen S.C., Marijnissen A.C.A., Bijlsma J.W.J., Weinans H., Hazewinkel H.A.W., Lafeber F.P.J.G. 
 
12:00  QUANTIFYING SUBCHONDRAL BONE DENSITY CHANGES FROM CLINICAL CT DATA IN OSTEOARTHRITIC 
ANKLES FOLLOWING JOINT DISTRACTION  
Thomas T.P., Intema F., Anderson D.D., Lafeber F.P.J.G., Brown T.D., Amendola A., Saltzman C.L. 
 
12:15  SUBCHONDRAL BONE TRABECULAR INTEGRITY PREDICTS AND CHANGES CONCURRENTLY WITH 
RADIOGRAPHIC AND MRI DETERMINED OSTEOARTHRITIS PROGRESSION  
Kraus V.B., Feng S., Wang S., White S., Ainslie M., Hellio-Le Graverand M., Brett A., Eckstein F., Charles H.C. 

 
12:30-14:00  Lunch (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
14:00- 15:30 Podium Session 4  (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 

14:00  COMPARISON OF BLOKS AND WORMS SCORING SYSTEMS. LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT OF KNEE MRIS FOR 
OSTEOARTHRITIS AND SUGGESTED PREFERENCES BASED ON PERFORMANCE: DATA FROM THE OAI.  
Felson D.T.,  Lynch J., Guermazi A., Roemer F.W., Niu J., McAlindon T., Nevitt M.C. 
 
14:15  SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE OF KNEE IMAGES DIGITAL ANALYSIS COMPARED TO ALTMAN GRADING FOR 
CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOGRAPHIC PROGRESSION IN EARLY OA  
 Kinds M.B., Bierma-Zeinstra S.M.A., Marijnissen A.C.A.,  Welsing P.M.J., Lafeber F.P.J.G. 

 



14:30  COMPARISON OF ONE-YEAR VERSUS TWO-YEAR RATE OF CHANGE AND  
SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE IN REGIONAL CARTILAGE THICKNESS IN OSTEOARTHRITIS  
Wirth W., Larroque S., Davies R.Y., Nevitt M., Gimona A., Baribaud F., Lee J.H., Benichou O., Wyman B., Hudelmaier 
M., Maschek S., Eckstein F., for the OAI investigators 
 
14:45  EARLY DETECTION OF CHANGES IN ARTICULAR CARTILAGE MORPHOLOGY: DATA FROM THE 
OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE    
Tamez-Peña J.G., 

 
González P.C., Schreyer E., Farber, J., Totterman, S. 

 
15:00  ENRICHING OA STUDY POPULATIONS FOR CARTILAGE THINNING  
Buck R.J., 

 
Hellio Le Graverand M.P., Hunter D.J., Kraus V.B., Nemirovskyi O., Sunyer T., Vignon E., Wyman B.T., 

 

Eckstein F. 
 
15:15  COMPOSITIONAL MRI ASSESSMENT OF THE NUCLEUS PULPOSUS OF HEALTHY AND DEGENERATIVE LUMBAR 
DISKS BY T2-MAPPING AND ASSOCIATION WITH MORPHOLOGIC SEMI-QUANTITATIVE GRADING   
Dudek A., Roemer F.W., Welsch G., Wimmer M., Trattnig S., Bohndorf K. 

 
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee Break (atrium, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
16:00 – 17:30 Round table discussion (room 1005, Forest Sciences Centre) 
 
The round table discussion, carried out in part in break-out groups, will produce a meeting summation, define a research 
agenda arising from the meeting, and establish consensus on the importance of functional positioning for imaging 
osteoarthritis.  
 



IN VIVO CARTILAGE COMPRESSION PATTERNS IN HEALTHY AND OA KNEES 
 
*Cotofana S., *Eckstein F., *Wirth W., **Souza R.B., ** Li X., ***Wyman B.T.,  
*** Hellio-Le Graverand M.P., **Link T.M., **Majumdar S. 
 
* Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria & Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany 
** University of California, San Francisco, CA 
*** Pfizer, Groton, CT 
 
INTRODUCTION: It has been hypothesized that mechanical factors (joint contact stresses and cartilage strains) are 
important factors for the onset and progression of knee osteoarthritis, and that osteoarthritic cartilage may be softer 
and undergo larger mechanical strains than healthy cartilage under loading. Understanding the “in vivo” compression 
behavior of articular cartilage in healthy knees and knees with radiographic OA (ROA, measured by Kellgren and 
Lawrence grades [KLGs]) can provide important insights into the biomechanical properties of healthy and 
osteoarthritic cartilage.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To explore femorotibial cartilage compression patterns in healthy (KLG0) and ROA knees (KLG2 and 
3) by measuring cartilage thickness under loaded and un-loaded conditions using MRI. 
 
METHODS: One knee (dominant knee for healthy and the most affected knee by OA for ROA subjects) in each of 
30 women (age: 55±6 years; BMI: 28±2.4: 11 KLG0, 10KLG2, 9KLG3) was examined at 3Tesla using a coronal fat-
suppressed gradient echo SPGR sequence (resolution 1.5mm x 0.31mm x 0.31 mm). The images were acquired with 
the participant positioned supine and 20° flexion first without loading and then with loading, applying a force of 50% 
body weight to the leg using a loading apparatus. Manual segmentation of the femorotibial cartilage plates was 
performed by two operators (M.W., J.H.) and quality control performed by one expert (S.C.). The operators and the 
QC reader were blinded to KL grade and loading status. Cartilage measures were computed using custom software 
(Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany). Differences between loaded and unloaded conditions were assessed 
using a paired t-test and those between KL grades using the Kruskall-Wallis test. 
 
RESULTS: Across all 30 knees, the cartilage thickness was significantly (p<0.05) reduced under loading in the 
medial tibia (MT; -2.7%), the medial femur (cMF; -4.1%) and the lateral tibia (LT; -1.7%), but not in the lateral 
femur (cLF; 0.2 %). On a subregional level, the strongest deformation was seen medially in the central cMF, central 
MT and the external MT, and laterally in central, external and internal LT. This “relative” cartilage deformation 
pattern did not differ between KL grades. However, as a trend, the percent deformation was generally greater in 
ROA than in healthy knees (KLG2 -4.2%, KLG3 -4.0% KLG0 -2.6% in medial compartment), but the differences 
(between KL grades) did not attain statistical significance. 
 
CONCLUSION: The relative deformation pattern (strain) of the femorotibial cartilage plates observed in this study 
under in vivo loading closely matches the relative pattern of longitudinal femorotibial cartilage loss observed in the 
OA Initiative and other larger cohorts (cMF>MT; LT>cLF). Further, the femorotibial subregions with the largest 
deformations observed in the current analysis are identical to the subregions showing the greatest and most frequent 
progression in OA. Given the small sample size, it was not unexpected that the differences in deformation between 
healthy and OA cartilage failed to reach statistical significance. Nevertheless, the results point to OA cartilage being 
more compliant (less stiff), potentially as a result of loss in proteoglycans and/or collagen cleavage in OA. 
 
SPONSOR: Pfizer Inc. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: see affiliations 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: We would like to thank M. Wiener and J. Hacek for cartilage segmentation. 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: sebastian.cotofana@pmu.ac.at  
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AGE DEPENDENT CHANGES OF SODIUM CONCENTRATION IN HUMAN KNEE CARTILAGE MEASURED AT 7T 
 

1Kassey V.B, 1Ramanathan G, 1Shore A,
 1Hari H, 

1Thomas C, and 1Reddy R 
 

1Center for Magnetic Resonance and Optical Imaging, Department of Radiology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA.  
 
Introduction: Aggrecan (a large aggregating proteoglycan - PG) along with Type-II collagen forms a major 
structural component of cartilage, particularly articular cartilage. Aggrecan has been shown to undergo predominant 
change in early OA. While OA is a disease of diverse etiologies cartilage tissue is primarily affected. The loss of PG 
is an initiating event in the OA. Sodium MRI is yet another method to measure PG changes in cartilage both in- vivo 
and in-vitro. By monitoring sodium concentration in tissues via 23Na MRI, the integrity of the cartilage tissue can be 
analyzed in vivo, which provides OA diagnosis and disease evaluation. Before quantifying the OA changes with any 
noninvasive method, it is critical to estimate the natural course of molecular degeneration in cartilage matrix. In the 
present study, using sodium MRI at ultrahigh field, we investigated the natural, age dependent molecular changes in 
the healthy human knee cartilage in vivo.  
 

Objective: To determine the age dependent variation of molecular changes in human knee cartilage via sodium MRI 
at ultrahigh fields.  
 

Methods: All human studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board. The knees of three healthy young 
male (20-24 years) and three aged (43-59 years) male volunteers were imaged on 7T Siemens MRI scanner. We 
used a custom built birdcage coil tuned to sodium frequency with optimal SNR. Sodium MRI was performed using 
an Ultra short Echo (UTE) (Siemens medical solutions, Erlangen) 3D radial sequence with a mean SNR of 24 
(TR=75ms, TE = 0.07ms, FOV=16cm, Matrix =128×128×128 and 600 radial spokes for total scan time of 45 sec per 
image).  16 individual acquisitions (12 min total acquisition time) were co-added offline to further improve SNR for 
more accurate concentration measurements. The same parameters were maintained in all experiments for all subjects 
for direct comparison. For B1 field variation and concentration corrections, a phantom with 250 mM Nacl and 5% 
agarose was imaged and appropriate calibrations were computed. The images obtained using UTE sequence have 
higher SNR compared to 3D FLASH sequence (approximately by a factor of 20) for comparable scan time of 12 - 
15min. 
 

Results and Discussion: The sodium concentration maps (Fig.1) show differences in sodium concentration in 
human knee cartilage between a young male volunteer (24 years) and an aged male volunteer (59 years). The same 
trend is observed in the other subjects as well. The B1 field variations were found to be ~10% in the knee and 
concentration corrections have been computed for sodium concentration in the human cartilage and the agarose 
phantom. The sodium concentration measured in younger group is in the range of 242mM - 253mM (mean of 247.5 
mM) and in aged group is 209mM - 220 mM (mean of 214.5mM), which shows 15% variation of sodium 
concentration in both the age groups. As described in literature, these sodium maps can be used to calculate the 
tissue’s fixed charge density (FCD), which is a map of Aggrecan distribution.  
 

Conclusion: These preliminary results demonstrate that it is feasible to obtain sodium maps of human knee in-vivo 
at 7T with reasonable acquisition times and quantify age dependent molecular changes in knee cartilage of healthy 
human subjects. Further work is in progress to quantify age dependent Aggrecan changes in larger groups of 
subjects to quantitatively establish the natural course of degenerative changes in cartilage.  
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(a) - Axial, (b) - saggital views of a 24 year (young) male volunteer. 
(c) - Axial, (d) - saggital views of a 59 year (aged) male volunteer. 
(e) - Calibration Phantom of 250mM NaCl and 5% Agarose 
 

Figure 1. Comparison of sodium concentration in young (24 years) and aged (59 years) human subjects. 
 
 

Sponsor: This work was supported by Award Number P41RR002305 from NCRR and NIHR0145404 from the NIAMS of NIH. 
 

Acknowledgments: Dr. S.N. Vallespin, RBHNHSF Trust, UK, Dr. Neils Oesingmann and Siemens Medical systems are duly 
acknowledged for technical support. 
 

Correspondence Address: Victor B Kassey, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, US, 19104 
Email: kassey_victorbabu@yahoo.com 
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A DYNAMIC MRI MEASUREMENT METHOD FOR KNEE BIOMECHANICS 
 

*d'Entremont A.G., **Nordmeyer-Massner J.A., ***Bos C., *Wilson D.R., **Pruessmann K.P. 
 

*Centre for Hip Health and Mobility, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 
** Institute for Biomedical Engineering, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland 
*** MR Clinical Science, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands 
 

INTRODUCTION: Osteoarthritis is generally believed to be initiated by, and its progression facilitated by, 
abnormal joint mechanics. In many in vivo studies, knee kinematics have been assessed using images 
acquired at a series of static positions over the range of motion (ROM).  The limitation of this method is 
that there may be differences between the kinematics estimated from sequential static poses of the joint and 
the kinematics of the joint in real activities.  
 

OBJECTIVES: 1) To evaluate a new fast scan for 
measuring knee kinematics dynamically, 2) To compare 
static and dynamic knee kinematics. 
 

METHODS: A novel stretchable knee coil array was used 
which permits knee flexion while maximizing the SNR 
(Nordmeyer-Massner ISMRM 2008). A fast imaging 
protocol based on an ultrafast gradient echo sequence 
with water suppression was developed to image the knee 
in motion. Normal right knees (n=5, mean age 32 yrs, 4 
male) were imaged on a 3T Philips Achieva scanner. A 
high-resolution scan was taken (multi-slice T1-weighted 
FSE, 8:52 min), which provided detailed subject-specific 
bone models. Then three types of low-resolution loaded 
(15% BW) scans were taken: static standard (16 slices, 
2D FSE, 38 sec (Fellows 2005)), static fast (8 slices, 
ultrafast gradient echo, 1.5 sec) and dynamic (30 sets, 8 
slices each, ultrafast gradient echo, 45 sec). The two 
static scans were performed together at each flexion 
angle. The dynamic scan was performed following six 
pairs of static scans. The subjects moved at a very slow 
self-selected rate. In each slice, bones were segmented to 
create models. High-resolution models were shape-
matched to each low-resolution set, and translations and 
rotations were calculated. Bland-Altman plots were used to compare the static methods.  Linear regression 
was applied to each data set, and paired t-tests on the summary variables were used to compare methods.     

Fig 1. Bland-Altman plot for tibial flexion 

Fig 2. Patellar proximal translation 

Static standard 
Static fast 
Dynamic 

 

RESULTS: Bland-Altman plots (e.g. Fig. 1) showed good agreement between the two static methods. 
Dynamic results were in many cases different from both static results.  For example, in patellar proximal 
translation (Fig. 2), there was no difference between static methods (slope p=0.84, intercept p=0.11) for the 
five subjects, but differences were observed between static fast and dynamic (slope p=0.02, intercept 
p=0.008) and static standard and dynamic (slope p=0.04, intercept p=0.02). At 15° flexion, mean 
differences between static and dynamic were 4.0 mm (static fast) and 3.3 mm (static standard). The patella 
was more proximal and moved distally at a faster rate over the ROM during the dynamic scans.   
 

CONCLUSION: Use of the ultrafast gradient echo scan did not significantly alter the static results 
obtained, therefore differences observed between static and dynamic methods are likely due to real 
differences in kinematic parameters during movement.   The magnitude of differences, though small, may 
be clinically significant: differences of 2.25 mm have been seen in patellar kinematics between normal and 
pain groups (MacIntyre 2006).  Advantages of the dynamic sequence, beyond movement, include faster 
data collection and more data points, however so far it is limited to slow motions. In conclusion, this is a 
viable method for measuring the kinematics of the knee, and using this method we have demonstrated that 
knee kinematics can be substantially different for sequential static and continuous flexion.  
 

SPONSORS: Canadian Arthritis Network IPI, UBC VRPO Travel Grant, CIHR Operating Grant 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: None 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: dawilson@interchange.ubc.ca 
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EFFECT OF B0 MAGNETIC FIELD CHANGES ON QUANTITATIVE T1ρ RELAXATION 
MEASUREMENTS 

 
Thedens D.R., Klocke N.F., Martin J.A., Baer T.E., Pedersen D.R. 
 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Recent non-invasive MRI techniques have shown potential to serve as imaging 
biomarkers for assessing the state of cartilage health.  T1ρ imaging is of particular interest because of its 
demonstrated sensitivity to proteoglycan changes both in vivo and in vitro without the need for introduction 
of an exogenous contrast agent.  T1ρ relaxation times are affected by the low-frequency interactions 
between water and macromolecules such as proteoglycans.  The lengthy RF pulses applied in T1ρ imaging 
may be sensitive to variations in the main (B0) field as well as the RF (B1) field, affecting quantification of 
T1ρ maps of tissues.  Such variations may confound applications such as cartilage imaging where changes 
in T1ρ relaxation times are indicative of cartilage degradation in early stage OA. 
 
OBJECTIVE: This study assessed the effects of B0 field changes on calculated T1ρ relaxation times in a 
controlled phantom model. 
 
METHODS: A special phantom was designed to calibrate pulse sequence and artifact conditions across 
MR imaging sequences and platforms specifically for imaging protocols in the knee (Figure).  The phantom 
was constructed of concentric Plexiglas rings separating compartments filled with 1% carrageenan + 1, 2, 
3, 4, or 5% agarose gel doped respectively with 100,125,150,175,200μM GdCl-3 to vary expected T1ρ  and 
T1 relaxation times in the physiologic range for cartilage.  
The central core was filled with lipid material (lard). 
Phantom dimensions were set to fully load a standard 
transmit-receive extremity coil. T1ρ imaging was performed 
on a 3T Siemens TIM Trio scanner.  The pulse sequence 
used a T1ρ preparation block with a +90°x square pulse, 400 
Hz spin lock pulse of four different durations (10, 20, 40, 
and 60 ms), a  90°x tip-up, and a final crusher gradient, implemented to minimize B1 inhomogeneity 
effects.  The magnetization preparation was applied to a FSE pulse sequence with TR/TE=3000/12 ms, 
echo train length of 7, and 256 x 128 matrix over 4 slices.  Sagittal images were acquired with a field of 
view of 175 x 175 mm2 and 4 mm slices, similar to in vivo protocols.  After tuning with a 3D shim 
procedure, an initial control T1ρ set was acquired.  Eight additional T1ρ data sets were acquired by 
adjusting the B0 frequency over a range of ±63 Hz with all other parameters held equal.  Mean T1ρ 
relaxation times were computed over 10 x 40 pixel ROI regions within each ring of the gel phantom in each 
slice and compared to the control value for each gel and each frequency offset. 
 
RESULTS: Two B0 frequency offsets (+37 and +62 Hz) were excluded from the analysis due to severe 
artifacts that yielded highly inhomogeneous T1ρ values.  T1ρ measurements at offset frequencies differed 
significantly from the control value (p < 0.05) for all but one of the gel samples and frequency offsets, with 
T1ρ relaxation times reduced by 5-10% depending on the magnitude of the frequency offset. 
 
CONCLUSION: Results of this phantom study suggest that quantitative T1ρ relaxation measurements may 
be significantly influenced by variations in the B0 magnetic field, highlighting the need for careful tuning 
over the volume of interest to acquire accurate and reproducible results.  Recent effort has been devoted to 
developing more B0 insensitive techniques for T1ρ magnetization preparation [Witschey, J Magn Reson, 
186:75, 2007] which may reduce these concerns.  Nevertheless, the variability due to B0 field variations 
needs consideration when comparing derived T1ρ parameters across multiple studies and subjects, and 
deserves further study to assess its effects in vivo. 
 
SPONSOR: NIH grant P50 AR055533 provided funding.  
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: No author has a conflict of interest in this research. 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: doug-pedersen@uiowa.edu  Phone: (319) 335-7533 
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QUANTITATIVE MRI OF ARTICULAR CARTILAGE: A COMPARISON OF T1ρ, T2 MAPPING, AND 
SODIUM MRI IN HEALTHY AND ARTHRITIC SUBJECTS 

 
*Vogelsong M.A., *Staroswiecki E., *Pappas G., *Hargreaves B.A., **Han E., *J.A. Fattor, *A.L. 
Friedlander, *O. Shah, *J.M. Beaubien, *Safran M., *Gold G.E.  
 
* Stanford University, Stanford, CA 
**GE Healthcare Global Applied Sciences Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Proteoglycan (PG) depletion has been identified as a marker for the early development 
of OA. However, traditional proton MRI only permits visualization of morphological cartilage damage later 
in the disease process. Thus several techniques have been developed to assess the biochemical composition 
of cartilage that may facilitate earlier detection of OA changes. T2 mapping has been shown to reflect 
collagen structure and water content, while sodium MRI is able to assess PG content directly. Studies on 
T1ρ have produced mixed results, with some ex vivo cartilage depletion studies showing strong correlations 
between T1ρ and fixed charge density, and other in vivo studies showing correlations between T1ρ and T2. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 1) To compare T1ρ, T2, and sodium signals in arthritic versus healthy subjects. 2) To assess 
correlations between T1ρ, T2, and sodium in order to better identify the properties influencing T1ρ in vivo. 
 
METHODS: 9 knees of arthritic subjects (age 50-69, KLG 1 or 2) and 24 knees of collegiate athletes (age 
18-22) were imaged in the sagittal plane using a GE Signa Excite 3.0T scanner and an 8-channel proton 
(T1ρ & T2) or custom sodium quadrature knee coil. T1ρ images were acquired using a prototype 
magnetization-prepared spoiled gradient echo sequence with a 500 Hz spin-lock pulse (TR/TE 5.1/0, 10, 
30, 70ms, 256x192 matrix size, 3mm slice thickness, 16cm FOV, 70° flip angle, receiver bandwidth ±62 
kHz, 10 min imaging time).  T2 images were obtained using TR/TE 2000/8.8, 16.5, 26.3, 35, 43.8, 52.5, 
61.3, 70ms, 320x160 matrix size, 3mm slice thickness, 16cm FOV, and receiver bandwidth ± 41 kHz with 
a 10 min imaging time. A fast gradient-spoiled sequence using the 3D cones k-space trajectory was used to 
obtain sodium images (TR/TE 35/0.6 ms, 70° flip angle, 28 signal averages, 1.25x1.25x4 mm resolution, 
21 min imaging time). A test tube containing 100 mM saline was placed within the coil for normalization. 

T1ρ and T2 fit maps were generated and relaxation times as well as sodium signals were measured using 
OsiriX from the following ROIs: medial/lateral anterior, central, and posterior femoral condyle, 
medial/lateral anterior and posterior tibia, and medial/lateral superior and inferior patellar cartilage. Linear 
regression analysis was performed on each pair of T1ρ, T2, and sodium data, and Student’s t tests were used 
to compare average relaxation times/sodium signals and to determine correlation coefficient significance. 
 
RESULTS: Arthritic subjects had higher average T1ρ (48.53±7.78 vs. 42.44±4.17, P<0.0001) and T2 
relaxation times (46.21±8.85 vs. 37.50±4.41, P<0.0001) and lower sodium signals (0.8787±0.1993 vs. 
0.9965±0.1639, P<0.0001) overall compared to the healthy subjects. Regional analysis confirmed these 
findings in the patella as well as medial and lateral femur and tibia, with the exception of T1ρ in the patella 
and sodium in the lateral tibia and patella, where the differences were not statistically significant (p>0.05).  

Meanwhile, linear regression analysis of measurements from all ROIs showed no correlation between 
either T1ρ or T2 relaxation times and sodium signal (R2=0.0003, P=0.71; R2=0.0064, P=0.09). A significant 
correlation was found between T1ρ and T2 relaxation times (R2=0.6111, P<0.001). Regional analysis in the 
medial and lateral femoral, tibial, and patellar regions yielded similar results. 
 
CONCLUSION: Arthritic subjects’ increased T1ρ and T2 as well as decreased sodium signals indicate that 
all three measures reflect the various changes associated with OA. Meanwhile, OA is a complex process, 
and the correlation analysis may suggest that collagen condition, or interactions between several 
macromolecules, may provide a stronger influence on T1ρ than PG content alone. T1ρ, T2, and sodium MRI 
may be able to provide complementary rather than overlapping information about cartilage biochemistry. 
 
SPONSOR: NIH EB002524, EB005790, GE Healthcare, SCTB/MR 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Drs. Gold and Hargreaves have invented imaging technologies which may 
be licensed to GE and for which they may receive royalties. 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: mvoge@stanford.edu 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRUCTURAL PATHOLOGY ASSESSED BY MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE IMAGING OF THE KNEE AND CREPITUS IN A POPULATION-BASED COHORT 
WITH KNEE PAIN.  
 
Crema M.D.*, Guermazi A.*, Sayre E.C.***, Roemer F.W.**, Marra M.D.*, Wong H.***, Thorne A.***, 
Singer J***, Esdaile J.M.***, Kopec J.A.***, Nicolaou S.***, Cibere J*** 
 
* Boston University School of Medicine and Boston Imaging Core Lab (BICL), Boston, MA, USA 
** Boston University School of Medicine and Boston Imaging Core Lab (BICL), Boston, MA, USA; 
Klinikum Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany 
*** University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Crepitus in the knee joint is a very common finding during physical examination, and 
may be related to damage occurring in various articular structures. In knee OA, crepitus might be related to 
the presence of osteophytes or cartilage and meniscal damage. 
 
OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study was to determine the cross-sectional association of structural pathology in 
the knee joint assessed by MRI with compartment-specific crepitus in a population-based cohort with knee 
pain. 
 
METHODS: Subjects with knee pain (n=255) were recruited as a random population sample in the Greater 
Vancouver area into a study to develop a model for the diagnosis of early knee osteoarthritis (the MoDEKO 
Study). Crepitus was assessed as present or absent in each compartment of the knee (medial and lateral 
tibiofemoral, and patellofemoral) during physical examination, using a previously validated and standardized 
approach. MRI of the more symptomatic knee at 1.5T was performed, using triplanar fat-suppressed (FS) 
T1w 3D spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition in the steady-state, coronal FS T2w fast spin-echo (FSE), 
sagittal FS T1w FSE, and sagittal T2w FSE. The MRI findings for cartilage, meniscus, and osteophytes were 
evaluated by a single reader who was blinded to the radiographic and clinical information. Cartilage 
morphology of each compartment was graded semiquantitatively based on the following definitions: 0 = 
normal, 1 = abnormal signal without a cartilage contour defect, 2 = contour defect of <50%, 3 = contour 
defect of 50-99% and 4 = 100% cartilage contour defect with subjacent bone signal abnormality. Meniscal 
morphology was graded in both menisci based on the following definitions: 0 = normal, 1 = intrasubstance 
meniscal signal, and 2 = meniscal tear. Osteophytes were graded from 0 to 3 in each compartment as 0 = 
absent, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, and 3 = large. Predictors for crepitus were considered as grade ≥ 2 for 
cartilage morphology and grade ≥ 2 for osteophytes in each of patellofemoral and tibiofemoral compartments, 
as well as grade = 2 for the menisci in tibiofemoral compartments. The outcome was the presence of crepitus, 
evaluated separately in each compartment. A multiple logistic regression was performed to adjust for age, sex, 
and body mass index.  
 
RESULTS: In the unadjusted model, all predictors (cartilage defects, meniscal tears, and osteophytes) were 
associated with crepitus in each compartment, except cartilage damage in the medial tibiofemoral 
compartment. In the fully adjusted model, only medial tibiofemoral osteophytes (OR=2.6 [95%CI 1.1, 6.0]) 
and patellofemoral osteophytes (OR=2.0 [95%CI 1.0, 3.9]) were associated with an increased risk for crepitus 
at the respective compartment.  
 
CONCLUSION: In this population-based sample of subjects with knee pain, only the presence of medial 
tibiofemoral or patellofemoral osteophytes were associated with an increased risk of crepitus at the respective 
compartment. 
 
SPONSOR: Canadian Institutes of Health Research; Arthritis Society of Canada; Canadian Arthritis Network 
 
DISCLOSURE: MD Crema, MD Marra, and FW Roemer are shareholders of BICL. A Guermazi is the 
president of BICL.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF CARTILAGE THICKNESS, POST TRAUMATIC BONE MARROW LESIONS AND 
JOINT FLUID VOLUMES AFTER ACUTE ACL DISRUPTION – A 2 YEAR PROSPECTIVE MRI STUDY 

 
Richard B Frobell 1,2 
 
1 Clinical Sciences Lund, Dept. of orthopedics, Lund University, Sweden 
2 Institute of Anatomy and Muskuloskeletal research, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria 
 
INTRODUCTION: Within 10-15 years after injury, a large proportion of all ACL injured subjects, regardless of 
treatment, will develop radiographic knee osteoarthritis (OA) but little is known about factors associated with 
OA development or with early stages of structural joint change possibly leading to OA. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To investigate the 2 year development of changes in cartilage thickness, bone marrow lesions 
(BML) and joint fluid (JF) in acutely ACL injured knees, and to identify factors associated with these changes. 
 
METHODS: 61 subjects (mean age 26 years, 16 women) with acute ACL injury to a previously un-injured knee 
were examined using 1.5T MRI at baseline, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months. 34 received rehabilitation plus early ACL 
reconstruction (median of 44.5 days from injury), 11 subjects received rehabilitation plus a delayed ACL 
reconstruction (median 408 days from injury), and 16 received rehabilitation alone. Cartilage thickness and 
volumes of BML and JF were obtained from computer assisted segmentation of MR images (VirtualScopics Inc., 
Rochester (NY), USA). 
 
RESULTS: Two years after acute ACL injury, cartilage thickness significantly decreased in trochlea femur 
(mean -4.3%, SRM=0.88) and significantly increased in central medial femur (+2.7%, SRM=0.46, Figure 1). 
Older age, male sex and an associated meniscus tear at baseline, but not treatment of the torn ACL, was related 
to these changes. Lateral post traumatic BML resolved completely in 54/58 femurs (median time to resolution 6 
[25th, 75th percentiles 3, 12] months) and 44/47 tibias (3 [0, 6] months), after two years (Figure 2). Thirty two 
new BMLs developed in 22 knees (17 LT and 15 LF BML) over the 2 year period. Those treated with delayed 
ACL reconstruction had larger BML volumes over a longer period (p=0.020) and those treated with early ACL 
reconstruction had larger JF volumes over a longer period (p=0.036) than those treated with rehabilitation alone. 
CONCLUSION: Cartilage thickening occurs in central medial femur two years after an acute ACL injury and a 
meniscus tear was an independent risk factor for this change. The majority of lateral post traumatic BMLs 
resolve within 12 months from ACL injury although new BMLs develop in 36% of the knees. An ACL 
reconstruction, performed early or late, did not reduce the change in cartilage thickness or volumes of BML or 
joint fluid over the first two years after acute ACL injury. 
 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Richard.frobell@med.lu.se, No conflict of interest to declare. 
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Figure 1. Percent mean change in cartilage 
thickness in central medial femur (grey squares & 
solid lines) and trochlea femur (white circles & 
dashed lines) over the first 2 years after an acute 
ACL injury (N=61). Whiskers represent the 95% 
confidence interval of the mean change. 

Figure 2. Survival of lateral post traumatic bone 
marrow lesions (BML) over the first 2 years after 
an acute ACL injury.  
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MRI-ASSESSED PREVALENCE OF CARTILAGE DAMAGE AND OSTEOPHYTES: A DESCRIPTIVE 
STUDY OF THE ATROPHIC AND HYPERTROPHIC PHENOTYPES OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS IN 

THE FRAMINGHAM COHORT 
 
*,**Roemer F.W., *Guermazi A., ***Niu J., ***Zhang Y., ***Felson D.T. 
 
*Quantitative Imaging Center (QIC), Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA 
*,*Department of Radiology, Klinikum Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany 
*** Clinical Epidemiological Research and Training Unit, Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Osteophyte (OP) formation is a common feature of moderate to advanced radiographic OA and 
defines radiographic disease. Most knees with advanced cartilage damage on MRI show large tibio-femoral (TF) OPs 
on MRI. However, some knees with severe cartilage damage exhibit only small TF OPs  (“atrophic” phenotype of 
knee OA). It is not known if a subgroup of knees with only mild cartilage damage exhibits large TF OPs  
(“hypertrophic” phenotype). Atrophic and hypertrophic OA has been investigated by x-ray before, but x-ray is 
insensitive to both osteophyte size and cartilage loss. So-called atrophic knees could be misclassified as such only 
due to radiographic superimposition. MRI is superiorly suited for scoring osteophyte size in all three dimensions. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To describe the prevalence of OPs and concomitant cartilage damage in a population-based cohort 
using semiquantitative (SQ) MRI assessment. Focus of the investigation are a.) knees with severe cartilage damage 
and no or only small concomitant  osteophytes and b.) knees without substantial  cartilage damage but with large 
osteophytes in order to characterize the atrophic and hypertrophic phenotypes of knee OA. 

METHODS: Participants of the Framingham knee osteoarthritis study were examined with a 1.5 T MRI system. 
Imaging protocol included sagittal, axial and coronal T2-weighted FSE sequences with fat suppression, and a sagittal 
T1-weighted SE sequence without fat suppression. Knee MRIs were assessed according to the WORMS scoring 
system (cartilage from 0-6, osteophytes from 0-7). “Severe” cartilage damage was defined as cartilage morphology 
scores of 5 or 6 in at least 2 of 10 TF subregions. “Without substantial” cartilage damage was defined as none of 10 
TF subregions exhibiting cartilage scores ≥3. Large OPs were defined as OPs grade 5-7. In addition we explored an 
alternate less stringent definition of large OPs (= grades 4-7). Absent or small OPs were defined as OP scores 0-2. 
We first calculated the overall prevalence of knees with severe cartilage damage and OP status. The odds ratios 
(OR) of osteophyte size prevalence were estimated using a logistic regression model. In addition we focused on 
knees with absent or small osteophytes in all 10 TF subregions but with severe cartilage damage (atrophic 
phenotype) and knees with large osteophytes and without substantial cartilage damage (hypertrophic phenotype). 
General estimating equations (GEE) was used to control for correlation between two knees. 
 
RESULTS: 1597 knees of 1248 subjects were included. Mean age was 63.9 years, mean BMI 28.9, 58.3% were 
women. TF ROA status was: KL0 71.3%, KL1 5.7%, KL2 10.8%, KL3 8.8% and KL4 3.4%.  197/246 (80.1%) knees 
with severe cartilage damage exhibited large osteophytes. 1/498 (0.2%) knees with a maximum OP score of 1, 
20/704 (2.8%) with a max OP score of 2, 98/328 (29.9%) with a max. OP score of 3 or 4 and 54/67 (80.6%) with a 
max OP score of 5-7 exhibited severe cartilage damage. The risk of increasing osteophyte size increased in a linear 
fashion when using the knees without osteophytes as the reference (ORs of 1.9 95% CI [0.8,4.8] for max OP grade 2, 
6.5 [2.6;16.2] for max OPs grade 3 or 4, and 50.5 [15.0,169.8] for max OP size 5-7). 21 knees showed an atrophic 
phenotype. Only 3 knees exhibited a hypertrophic phenotype. Using the less stringent alternate definition of knees 
with large OPs and without substantial cartilage damage 35 knees exhibited the hypertropic phenotype. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: The majority of knees with severe TF cartilage damage exhibit moderate to large TF OPs. A linear 
increase in risk of osteophyte size for these knees was observed. A minority of knees exhibits severe cartilage 
damage without formation of large osteophytes, the so-called atrophic phenotype.  The hypertrophic phenotype of 
knees exhibiting large OPs without relevant cartilage damage is rare. 
 
SPONSOR: This work was supported by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute's Framingham Heart Study (Contract No. N01-HC-25195). The Framingham Osteoarthritis 
Study is supported by NIH grants AG18393 and AR47785. 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Dr. Roemer is Vice President and shareholder of Boston Imaging Core Lab (BICL), a company providing radiologic image assessment services. 
Dr. Guermazi has received consultancies, speaking fees, and/or honoraria from Facet Solutions, Genzyme, Stryker and Merck Serono, has stock ownership or options in 
Synarc, and is the President of Boston Imaging Core Lab. He receives research grant from General Electric. None of the other authors have any disclosures. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: We wish to acknowledge the support of the staff of the Framingham osteoarthritis studies, and we further would like to thank the participants of the 
Framingham studies. 
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THE EFFECT OF KNEE-BENDING ACTIVITIES ON CARTILAGE T2 VALUES AND WORMS 
 
*Hovis K.K., *Haughom B.D., *Baum T., *Souza R.B., **Stehling, C., *Pialat J.B., *Link T.M. 
 
* University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA 
** University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA & University of Muenster, Muenster, Germany. 
 
INTRODUCTION: Common activities, such as climbing stairs and kneeling, may play a role in the development of 
OA when done in excess. T2 relaxation times are elevated in early cartilage degeneration, as they are affected by 
water content, collagen content, and collagen orientation. Thus, T2 quantification is a modality that may be well 
suited to evaluate the effects of physical activity on cartilage health. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the effect of knee-bending activities on knee cartilage T2 values and morphologic 
abnormalities – as measured by the modified Whole-Organ MR Imaging Score (WORMS) – using 3-Tesla MRI in 
middle-aged, asymptomatic subjects with OA risk factors and those without them.  
  METHODS:  We evaluated 236 subjects with OA risk factors (incidence cohort) and 65 subjects without them 
(normal cohort) from the OAI. The incidence and normal cohorts had mean ages of 50.6 ± 3.0 vs. 50.3 ± 3.1 
(p=0.541), BMIs of 23.9 ± 2.0 vs. 23.3 ± 2.2 (p=0.078), and had 57.6% vs. 69.7% females (p=0.055), respectively. 
Each cohort was divided into groups that did and did not engage in the following knee-bending activities on most 
days: climbing ≥10 flights of stairs per day, kneeling, squatting, or deep knee bending for ≥30 minutes per day, and 
lifting or moving objects weighing ≥25 lbs. 3T MRI was performed using IM FSE and T2 mapping sequences of the 
right knee: (a) coronal IM 2-D FSE (TR/TE = 3700/29), (b) sagittal 3-D DESS with selective water excitation 
(TR/TE = 16.3/4.7, flip angle = 25 deg), (c) sagittal 2-D IM FSE with fat suppression (TR/TE = 3200/30), and (d) 
sagittal T2-weighted 2-D multiecho spin-echo (TE = 10/20/30/40/50/60/70, TR = 2700 ms). Two musculoskeletal 
radiologists graded all images according to a modified WORMS. Cartilage was segmented on the T2 maps. All 
evaluators were blinded to the subjects’ activity level. Knees were divided into compartments: LF, LT, MF, MT, 
Patella, and Trochlea. The compartments were further grouped into the medial (MF and MT), lateral (LF and LT), 
and patellofemoral (patella and trochlea) compartments. T2 values were averaged, and WORMS scores were 
summed in each compartment. T2 values and WORMS scores were compared between individuals with frequent 
knee-bending activities and those without using independent t-tests.  
 
RESULTS: In the incidence cohort, subjects who engaged in frequent knee-bending activities had higher T2 values 
than those who did not in the medial (45.4 ± 2.5 vs. 44.0 ± 3.0 ms, p<0.001), lateral (44.2 ± 3.0 vs. 43.4 ± 3.1 ms, p= 
0.048), patellofemoral (45.1 ± 2.9 vs. 44.1 ± 3.2 ms, p=0.023) and overall average of the compartments (44.9 ± 2.3 
vs. 43.8 ± 2.6 ms, p=0.002). The normal cohort displayed this relationship in the medial (42.2 ± 3.2 vs. 40.0 ± 2.4 
ms, p= 0.003) and overall average of compartments (43.3 ± 3.1 vs. 41.6 ± 2.3 ms, p= 0.013). Additionally, in the 
incidence cohort, subjects who engaged in frequent knee-bending activities had higher WORMS scores in the 
patellofemoral (2.3 ± 2.5 vs. 1.5 ± 2.1ms, p=0.009), medial (1.3 ± 2.5 vs. 0.4 ± 1.4ms, p= 0.006), and overall sum of 
the compartments (0.5 ± 4.6 vs. 2.3 ± 3.5ms, p<0.001). A trend toward significance was observed in the lateral 
compartment (0.9 ± 1.7 vs. 0.5 ± 1.6ms, p= 0.084). No significant differences were found in the WORMS scores of 
the normal cohort. 
 
CONCLUSION: Knee-bending activities appear to have a detrimental effect on knee cartilage. Our results indicate 
that subjects with OA risk factors may be at greater risk of developing OA if they perform these activities. A 
positive correlation between frequent knee-bending activities and T2 values was seen in more compartments in the 
incidence cohort; thus knee-bending activities appear to be associated with greater cartilage degeneration in subjects 
with risk factors than in normal controls. Future studies need to evaluate how specific activities and the amount of 
these activities affect the development and progression of OA. 
 
SPONSOR: The OAI is a public-private partnership funded in part by the National Institutes of 
Health  (N01-AR-2-2258; N01-AR-2-2259; N01-AR-2-2260; N01-AR-2-2261; N01-AR-2-2262). 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: none 
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NATURAL HISTORY OF RADIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF HAND OA OVER 10 YEARS 
 
*Englund M., **Paradowski P.T., ***Lohmander L.S. 
 
* Lund University, Lund, Sweden & Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, USA 
** Vrinnevi Hospital, Norrköping, Sweden & Medical University, Lodz, Poland 
*** Lund University, Lund, Sweden 
 
INTRODUCTION: The knowledge of the long term rate of development of radiographic osteoarthritis 
(OA) changes of the hand is limited. This information is not only important for understanding the disease 
but also for designing clinical trials evaluating the effect of disease modifying drug candidates e.g. to 
determine inclusion criteria, outcome measures, and for power calculations. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the natural history of radiographic hand OA over 10 years in men and women 
with prior knee surgery. 
 
METHODS: We assessed 118 subjects (30 women) twice (x-ray A and B) with mean (SD) follow-up time 
of 9.6 (0.4) years. Subjects were of mean (SD) age 52 (10) years at x-ray A and had undergone prior knee 
meniscectomy. Radiographs of the distal and proximal interphalangeal (DIP, PIP) joints, and the first 
interphalangeal (IP1) and carpometacarpal (CMC1) joints of both hands were read for joint space 
narrowing (JSN) and osteophytes according to the OARSI atlas. Radiographic progression was evaluated 
both at joint and subject level. We classified a person as having primary radiographic hand OA if at least 1 
of the following 2 criteria was fulfilled: the presence of radiographic OA approximating Kellgren & 
Lawrence (KL) grade 2 or worse in 1) at least 1 DIP, PIP, IP1, or CMC1 joint in each hand symmetrically 
(i.e. corresponding joints), or 2) at least 2 DIP/PIP joints in the same hand in a pattern consistent with 
primary OA, i.e., in the same row or ray (the IP1 was treated as a DIP). 
 
RESULTS: At the time of x-ray A, we found radiographic OA (approximating KL grade 2 or worse) in at 
least one hand joint in 42 (36%) subjects, and in 62 (53%) at x-ray B (p<0.001). At x-ray A, 21 subjects 
(18%) were classified as having primary hand OA vs. 35 (30%) at x-ray B (p<0.001). Increase in JSN and 
osteophyte grade occurred most frequently in the DIP joints. OA at x-ray B was most frequently found in 
subjects' CMC1 (29%), DIP (14 to 27%), and IP1 joints (19%). Fifty-nine percent of subjects progressed 
radiographically (increase in total radiographic score by at least 2). However, the progression of the 
radiographic changes was mostly minor. 
 
TABLE The absolute number of subjects (%) for each level of change over 10 years in 
radiographic ∆ scores (i.e., the difference between the sum of subjects’ radiographic grades from 
both hands between x-ray A and B). The higher the ∆ score, the more radiographic OA 
development of the subject's hands. 

 ∆ score 
Outcome -1 or less 0 1 2 to 5 6 to 9 10 or more
JSN + osteophyte score (total) 0 (0) 27 (23) 21 (18) 43 (36) 17 (14) 10 (8) 
     JSN score 1 (1) 48 (41) 31 (26) 29 (25) 4 (3) 5 (4) 
     Osteophyte score 0 (0) 44 (37) 22 (19) 42 (36) 8 (7) 2 (2) 
 
CONCLUSION: In subjects with prior meniscectomy, CMC1, DIP, and IP1 joint OA is common. 
However, further hand OA progression over 10 years, as detected by plain radiography, is relatively 
modest. More sensitive imaging techniques may be preferable to evaluate structural hand OA progression. 
 
SPONSOR: We would like to acknowledge the support from the Swedish Research Council, the Swedish 
Rheumatism Association, the King Gustaf V 80-year Birthday Fund, the Faculty of Medicine Lund 
University, and Region Skåne. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: None. 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: martin.englund@med.lu.se 
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF BONE, MUSCLE, AND FAT MEASUREMENTS FROM MR IMAGES OF 
THE THIGHS OF FEMALE OAI PARTICIPANTS 
 
Beattie K.A.*, MacIntyre N.J.**, Quan, E.*, Inglis D.***, Maly M.R.** 
 
*Department of Medicine, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada 
**School of Rehabilitation Sciences, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada  
***Department of Civil Engineering, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION:  Muscle weakness, obesity and fat volume likely play a role in the onset and 
progression of knee OA.  To better understand the role of muscle and fat, and the changes in these tissues 
that result from both aging and OA, standardized measurements are critical.  Cross-sectional areas of 
muscle and fat, usually from one calf or thigh slice, can be quantified from computed tomography and MR 
images.  Fat and muscle volume in the thigh, derived from contiguous slice areas, may be important 
outcome measures for evaluating the effects of sarcopenia on OA progression and disease symptoms. 
 
OBJECTIVE:  To establish the reproducibility of a semi-automated segmentation program to quantify 
cortical bone (CB), bone marrow (BM), muscle (M), subcutaneous fat (SCF) and intermuscular fat (IMF) 
volume from MRI scans of female OAI participants’ thighs. 
 
METHODS:  The OAI database was searched for women ≥50 years of age.  Those eligible in the incident 
cohort had no right knee symptoms on WOMAC.  Eligible women in the progression cohort had both 
radiographic OA and WOMAC symptoms in the right knee.  Baseline thigh scans, including 15 consecutive 
T1-weighted axial slices of the mid-thigh, were retrieved from the OAI Co-ordinating Centre for of 49 
randomly selected women.  Tissues in each slice were segmented using SliceOmatic 4.3 (TomoVision, 
Canada) which partitions images into regions based on boundaries created by a watershed technique.  CB 
was considered the dark area surrounding the marrow, SCF was the fat adjacent to the skin and external to 
the deep fascia around the thigh muscles, and IMF was all non-muscle tissue within the deep facial layer.  
Segmentation of the first slice was propagated to the next 14 slices.  Each thigh was segmented once and 
then a second time with the segmenter blinded to participant/cohort and initial results. Tissue volumes were 
calculated for each participant for both analyses. Reproducibility for each tissue is expressed as root mean 
square coefficient of variation (RMSCV%) and type 2,1 Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC).   

RESULTS:  Intra-rater reliability analyses for each tissue are shown in Table 1.  B, M and SCF 
demonstrated excellent reproducibility while IMF has the largest variation (6.8%).  The unclear delineation 
between M and IMF likely contributed to the variation (Table 1). 
 
Table 1: Reproducibility for thigh tissues in the total sample and the incident and progression cohorts 

 Total Sample (n=49) Incident Cohort (n=22) Progression Cohort (n=27) 
 RMSCV% ICC RMSCV% ICC RMSCV% ICC 
CB 0.036 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.035 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.036 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 
BM 0.056 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.046 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.062 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 
M 0.448 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.395 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 0.479 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) 
SCF 0.892 1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 0.815 1.00 (0.99, 1.00) 0.952 1.00 (0.98, 1.00) 
IMF 6.778 0.97 (0.57, 0.99) 6.737 0.94 (0.51, 0.98) 6.811 0.98 (0.50, 1.00) 

 
CONCLUSION:  Volume measurements of thigh CB, BM, M, and SCF in women with or at risk for 
developing knee OA determined by a single segmenter using SliceOmatic are reliable and, therefore, have 
potential as outcome measures.  Future studies will quantify changes in bone, muscle and fat over time and 
relate these changes to changes in physical function, pain, strength and joint deterioration. 
 
SPONSOR: McMaster University Medicine Internal Career Award (KB), NSERC Discovery Grant (NJM) 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: none 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS:  karen.beattie@camris.ca 
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RADIOGRAPHIC DEFINITION OF THE BONE AND JOINT ELEMENTS OF LIMB 
ALIGNMENT WITH A ROLE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF KNEE OA: 
STANDARDARDIZED KNEE IMAGING. 
 
Cooke, T.D.V  
School of Rehabilitation Therapy, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario 
 
INTRODUCTION:  Coronal limb mal-alignment has been strongly linked to progression 
of OA with varus in particular identified as a possible risk factor.  But tibial realignment 
has diminishing benefit for varus knee OA. This raises questions as to the role of other 
bone or joint elements that may limit the benefit of realignment. Data on limb alignment 
using short knee views cannot provide complete information on all the alignment 
components and are further limited by variations in the measurement methods. 
 
OBJECTIVES:  1. Develop and test imaging measures of all the bone and joint elements 
that comprise limb alignment in the coronal and sagital plane using a validated bone 
landmark method based on mechanical axes 2. Define the specific elements of varus or 
valgus alignment in differing populations. 3. Evaluate the contribution of sagital plane 
elements. 4.  Define deviations at the ankle and foot that may also contribute.  
 
METHODS: 1 and 2. Standardized Knee Imaging for both lower limbs in stance has 
evolved as a reliable means to define bone and joint elements in stance.  The subject 
stands on a turntable within a calibrated frame with hips above the feet. The knee flexion 
plane is maintained ahead and tibial rotation recorded in radians of 2nd

 

 toe position on the 
frame template. 3 and 4. The subject is rotated without moving from frontal to and sagital 
position for orthogonal views of the limb. With the position controlled, images of the 
limb include the hips, knees and ankles/feet on frontal projection and knee with 
foot/ankle on the orthogonal lateral views are obtained.   

RESULTS: 1. The method has shown ease of use with small errors < 1.5 degrees and 
<1.5 mm. for long angles and dimensions respectively. The frame system enables precise 
repeatable measurements of bone and joint angular and linear dimensions in two planes.   
2. Cross sectional studies of geographically different arthritic populations have revealed 
striking variation in patterns of varus and valgus OA. Yet, elements of femoral varus 
were common across ethnic groups.3-4. Sagital imaging of the lower limb is readily 
obtained but studies of particular geometric patterns, for instance proximal tibial slope, 
are very limited.  The evident contributions from the ankle and foot remain unexplored. 
 
CONCLUSION: These preliminary observations support the application and further 
development of these or like techniques with a unified measurement system to study 
specific geometric patterns  of the  lower limb bones, in populations at risk.  These 
approaches may better clarify their individual or collective role in OA pathogenesis.  
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ARTICULAR CARTILAGE APPEARANCE AS AN AUTOMATIC PREDICTOR FOR CARTILAGE 
MORPHOLOGY WITH DATA FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INIATIVE (OAI)  
 
*Donoghue C., **Rao A., ***Bull A. M. J., *Rueckert D., 
 
* Department of Computing, Imperial College London, UK 
** GlaxoSmithKline Research and Development, Clinical Imaging Centre, London, UK 
*** Department of Bioengineering, Imperial College, London, UK 
 
INTRODUCTION: Many quantitative techniques to study knee OA rely on segmentation of articular 
cartilage from MRI. However, manual segmentation is often tedious and time-consuming. At the same time 
automatic segmentation approaches have limited accuracy and robustness. In this study we propose a way 
to automatically extract clinically relevant information with a method which does not require segmentation. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To use appearance based similarity measures to automatically derive a predictor of articular 
cartilage morphology in the central medial femur (cMF) region.   
 
METHODS: 390 subjects from the OAI public use dataset from groups 0.C.2 and 0.E.1 (122 control, 200 
incidence or at risk, 68 progression) were selected to construct a Laplacian eigenmap embedding of 
articular cartilage appearance from MR images of the right knee (using different sequences)[1]. The data 
used as the ground truth for cartilage morphology is extracted for 120 enrollees from the OAI Image 
Assessment dataset provided by Eckstein [2]. We use measures for cartilage thickness of the cMF 
specifically normalised volume (VCtAB), mean thickness excluding denuded bone area (ThCcAB) and 
including denuded bone area (ThCtAB).  The MR images were coarsely non-rigidly registered to a 
selected sagittal 3D DESS target image. A region of interest (ROI) defined as the cMF articular cartilage in 
the target image is dilated and used as a mask which defines this region in all images. A pairwise intensity 
based similarity measure based on mutual information is computed between all the images, resulting in a 
fully connected graph, where each vertex represents an image and the weight of edges is the similarity 
measure.  Spectral analysis is then applied to these pairwise similarities, which acts to reduce the 
dimensionality non-linearly and embeds these images in a manifold representation [3]. In the manifold 
space, images that are closer to each other are considered to be more "similar". We then used the 
co-ordinates of the images in the manifold space as independent variables to predict morphology of the 
articular cartilage using multiple linear regression.  The same technique was applied to other baseline 
sequences; provided by OAI, acquired during the same visit. Through rigid registration of each sequence to 
its corresponding sagittal 3D DESS, a transformation between any pair of images can be generated quickly. 
 
RESULTS: sag. 3D DESS cor. 3D T1 FLASH sag. IW TSE cor. IW TSE sag. T2 MAP 

 R2 p R2 p R2 p R2 p R2 p 

ThCcAB 0.831 0 0.842 0 0.785            2.2e-16 0.729 1.5e-12 0.683 3.6e-10 
ThCtAB 0.815 0 0.820 0 0.768 4.8e-15  0.713 1.1e-11 0.675 9.2e-10 
VCtAB 0.814 0 0.822 0 0.765    8.3e-15 0.707 2.4e-11 0.677 7.4e-10 
 
CONCLUSION: This technique shows potential for automatically predicting cartilage morphology based 
on image similarities and requires minimal training. We intend to extend this by using the embedding as a 
predictor for other clinical variables, use the entire OAI baseline MR dataset to build an embedding and to 
study different anatomical regions of interest.Unlike many other approaches, it is best suited to a large 
dataset such as OAI, so that the embedding provides an accurate representation of the population. 
 
1. Pererfy, Osteoarthr Cartilage(2008); 2. Eckstein, Ann Rheum Dis(2009); 3. Luxburg, Stat Comp(2007) 
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T2 AND T2* MAPPING OF THE NUCLEUS PULPOSUS AT 1.5T: DO BOTH MAPPING 
TECHNIQUES CORRELATE? 

 
*Dudek A., *,**Roemer F.W., ***Welsch G.,  ****Wimmer M., ***Trattnig S.,  *Bohndorf, K. 
 
*Department of Radiology, Klinikum Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany 
**Quantitative Imaging Center (QIC), Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA 
***Department of Radiology, University Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
**** Department of Biostatistics, Technical University, Munich, Germany 
 
INTRODUCTION: The compositional integrity of the annulus fibrosus and the nucleus pulposus are 
paramount for the biomechanical function of the intervertebral disk. MRI-based T2 mapping 
techniques provide important information on the interaction of water molecules and the collagen 
network. In addition, T2* relaxation time mapping may provide additional biochemical information of 
the intervertebral disk’s ultrastructure, which seems to correlate with standard quantitative T2 
mapping, but with the additional benefit of three-dimensional acquisition capability.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To compare T2 with T2* relaxation times of normal intervertebral disks of the lumbar 
spine using T2 and T2* maps applying two different definitions (circular- and rhomboid-shaped) 
regions of interest (ROI). 
 
METHODS: Lumbar MRI was performed on 10 volunteers without lumbar pain (Oswestry Score 0) 
on a 1.5 T system (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). 30 disks of the L2/3 to the 
L5/S1 levels were assessed. The protocol for MR measurements consisted of a multi-echo spin-echo 
sequence and  a gradient-echo sequence for the T2* mapping. Parameters for T2 mapping were: TR 
1,200 ms, 11 echoes of 12.7 ms increments. T2* maps were constructed with a TR of 102 ms and 
echo times of 4.76ms increments. Number of averages was 16 for T2* maps and 2 for T2 maps. 
Field of view for both acquisitions was 280 x 280 mm, slice thickness of 8mm, bandwidth 120Hz/pixel 
for T2 maps and 200Hz/pixel for T2* maps. Total combined acquisition time for both sequences was 
17 min 43 sec. T2 and T2* relaxation times were obtained using a pixel wise, monoexponential, non-
negative least squares (NNLS) fit analysis. Circular- and rhomboid -shaped regions of interest (ROI) 
were drawn manually by two readers separately using OsiriX version 3.6.1 as DICOM-viewer. The 
rhomboid-shaped ROI was defined as a rhomboid between the median line of the sagittal and the 
cranio-caudal margins of the disc. The circular-shaped ROI was defined as a circle in the center of 
the nucleus pulposus with the center in the median line of the sagittal margins. Mean T2 and T2* 
values and standard deviation were calculated. For correlations between T2 and T2* values 
Pearson’s coefficients were calculated using PASW statistics version 17.0.2 for mac (SPSS Institute, 
Chicago, IL, USA).  
 
RESULTS: Mean age of volunteers was 26.3 years (range 22-32 years), mean BMI was 21.3 (range 
18.4-24.4). Both definitions of ROI showed a significant correlation of the T2* and T2 values. The 
coefficients between T2 and T2* maps for the circular ROI was 0.56 (p<0.001)and for the rhomboid  
ROI  0.55 (p = 0.002). Mean T2* values were 52.9ms ± 19.1ms (range 9-82ms; mean T2 values 
were 128.4ms ± 29.1 ms (range 68-187ms) using the ROI circle. The mean T2* values were 45.9ms 
± 16.8ms (range 9-69ms) and mean T2 values for the rhomboid were 110.7 ms ± 24.4 ms (range 58-
159ms). 
 
CONCLUSIONS: T2* and T2 values correlate moderately for both of the defined ROIs. Lower T2 and 
T2* values for the ROI „rhomboid“ were observed due to larger parts of the annulus fibrosus being 
included in the ROI analysis. Generally T2* showed lower relaxation times with a higher standard 
deviation than T2. The presented results implicate that T2* and T2 assess the intervertebral disc 
ultrastructure differently.  
 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: F.W. Roemer is Vice president and shareholder of Boston Imaging Core Lab (BICL), a company 
providing radiologic image assessment services. K. Bohndorf is shareholder of BICL. 
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SIMULATION OF DMOAD EFFECTS ON CARTILAGE THINNING AND THICKENING – PARAMETRIC 
COMPARISON OF SUBREGIONS AND ORDERED VALUES IN OAI KNEES 

 
*Eckstein F., *Wirth W. 

 

*Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria & Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany; 
 
INTRODUCTION: To overcome the challenges of spatial heterogeneity of subregional cartilage loss in OA, Buck et 
al. (2009) proposed an ordered value (OV) approach that ranks subregional cartilage thickness changes according to 
their magnitude (in µm) in each participant. The approach assigns the region with the greatest cartilage loss to OV1, 
the one with the 2nd greatest loss to OV2, and the one with the smallest loss or largest increase in thickness to the 
highest numbered OV. The original approach included 8 medial femorotibial subregions (5 tibial, 3 femoral) and 
was recently extended to medial and lateral subregions. The approach was shown to be more effective in differen-
tiating rates of cartilage loss in healthy and KLG3 knees, and in knees with and without JSN than a conventional 
(subregional) approach. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To explore by simulation to what extent the OV approach is superior in differentiating between par-
ticipants treated with a DMOAD aimed at 1) reducing cartilage thinning (loss), 2) reducing cartilage thickening  
(swelling or hypertrophy, and 3) reducing both (i.e. stabilizing cartilage thickness). 
 
METHODS: 610 knees from the Osteoarthritis Initiative (public use data sets 0.E.1, 1.E.1, 0.2.2) were segmented at 
baseline and 12 month follow-up. 310 knees had definite osteophytes but no JSN, and 300 had osteophytes and JSN. 
JSN and no-JSN knees were each randomized into two equally sized groups, one control [placebo] and one to simu-
late DMOAD effects. Three simulations were run: 1) all negative subregional thickness changes (loss) were artifi-
cially reduced by 25% in the treatment group, 2) all positive changes (thickening) were reduced by 25%, 3) both 
types of changes were reduced by 25%. A conservative measure of only 25% was applied, since a proportion of the 
measured changes is due to precision error. Statistical significance between groups was determined using the Mann-
Whitney-U test (p<0.01). 
 
RESULTS: In no-JSN knees, the DMOAD reducing cartilage loss had no significant effect in any cartilage plate or 
subregion (p≥0.05), but OV1 revealed a significant difference in the treated vs. placebo group (p=3,3-05). Simulating 
a DMOAD reducing cartilage thickening showed significant results in the internal medial tibia (iMT, p=0.005) and 
in OV 10-16 (OV16: p=2,4-06). Simulation of a DMOAD stabilizing cartilage showed no significant effect in carti-
lage plates or subregions (p≥0.04), but p-values of  up to p=2.4-06 in OV1-3 and 10-16,  respectively. In JSN knees, 
simulation of DMOAD reducing cartilage loss did not show significant differences in plates or subregions (p≥0.05)  
but did in OV1-4 (OV1 p=1,4-05). The simulated reduction in cartilage thickening produced significant results in OV 
13-16 (OV16: p=2,2-05), but not in cartilage plates or subregions. A “stabilizing” DMOAD displayed significant 
effects in OV 1-4 (OV1: p=1.2-04) and OV 13-16 (OV16: p=2.2-05), but not in any plate or subregion. 
 
CONCLUSION: Limitations of this study are that it is unknown whether DMOADs have the potential to reduce 
(subregional) cartilage thinning or thickening (swelling or hypertrophy), and that the simulation did not account for 
variability of treatment effects between subjects and regions. Further, subregional changes are partly due to preci-
sion error and only partly to real change, with the DMOAD only being able to act on the latter component. There-
fore, a DMOAD effect of only 25% was applied. A strength of this study is that the simulation was based on actual 
measurements of (subregional) cartilage change in OAI participants and that the principal observations should hold, 
even if the actual magnitude of the effect of a DMOAD is larger or smaller. The results suggest that a) the OV ap-
proach is more effective in detecting DMOAD effects than the conventional approach, b) that it is capable of captur-
ing effects of a drug stabilizing cartilage (i.e. reducing both loss and thickening), and c) that it can reveal DMOAD 
effects also in no-JSN knees, despite the lower rate of overall cartilage loss compared with JSN knees. 
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FEMOROTIBIAL SUBCHONDRAL BONE AREA AND REGIONAL CARTILAGE THICKNESS –  
A CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS IN HEALTHY REFERENCE KNEES AND KNEES OF ALL STAGES 

OF RADIOGRAPHIC OA IN 1003 CASES FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE 
 
R. B. Frobel,1, M.C. Nevitt 2, M. Hudelmaier1,3, W. Wirth1,3, O. Benichou5, D. Dreher6, R. Davies7, J. H. Lee4, F. 
Baribaud8, A. Gimona9, F. Eckstein 1,3

 
 for the OA Initiative investigators 

1Institute of Anatomy and Musculoskeletal Research, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria; 
2University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA; 3Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany;  
4Pfizer Inc., New London, CT; 5Eli Lilly & Co, Indianapolis, IN; 6
 

Merck Serono SA, Geneva, Switzerland; 
7Glaxo Smith Kline, Collegeville, PA; 8Centocor, Radnor, PA; 9

 
 Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland 

INTRODUCTION: Using MRI, the total area of subchondral bone (tAB) and cartilage thickness (ThC) were 
shown to provide independent information and were recommended as preferred parameters for a comprehensive 
description of the cross-sectional and longitudinal variation in healthy and osteoarthritic cartilage. An increase of 
tibial tAB was suggested to represent an early structural feature of knee OA and knees with mild OA (KLG 2) 
were recently shown to have thicker cartilage than healthy reference knees. To date, no large sample studies have 
compared tABs and ThC in healthy knees and in knees spanning all ROA stages. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To identify structural differences in tAB and regional cartilage thickness between healthy 
reference knees and knees of all stages of knee ROA (KLG1 to 4), and to investigate if there is a relationship 
between differences in tAB and differences in subregional ThC.  
  
METHODS: Baseline MR images from one knee of 1003 Osteoarthritis Initiative participants were studied 
(public use data sets 0.E.1 [imaging] and 0.2.2 [clinical]: 112 cases were healthy reference knees without ROA, 
symptoms, or risk factors; 70 were pre-ROA knees (calculated Kellgren Lawrence grade [cKLG] 0/1 with 
cKLG≥2 in the contralateral knee); 315 early stage ROA knees (no JSN: cKLG 2); 387 late stage ROA knees 
(JSN grade 1 or 2: cKLG 3); and 119 end-stage ROA (JSN grade 3: cKLG 4). Results were stratified by sex and 
adjusted for age (tAB) and BMI (tAB & ThC). Mean and standard- (Z-) scores (SD unit differences compared to 
normals) of the tAB and regional cartilage thickness were assessed in the weight-bearing femorotibial joint and 
compared between groups uni-varite (t-test) and multi-variate (general linear models) with p-values corrected for 
multiple testing (Bonferroni). 
 
RESULTS: In men, the tAB was 8.2% larger in pre-ROA knees than in healthy reference knees, and 6.6%, 8.1% 
and 8.5% larger in cKLG 2,3 and 4 ROA knees respectively. In women, the respective differences were +6.8%, 
+7.3%, +9.9% and +8.1%. The external medial tibia showed the greatest reduction in cartilage thickness (z-
scores -5.1/-5.6 in men/women) with medial OARSI JSN grade 3, and the external lateral tibia (z scores -6.0 for 
both sexes) the greatest reduction with lateral JSN grade 3. However, at least 25% of the average normal 
cartilage thickness was maintained in all subregions in end-stage ROA knees. An overall trend towards thicker 
cartilage was found in pre-ROA and cKLG2 knees, especially in the external central medial femur with cKLG2 
were this difference was statistically significant in men. Although statistically significant in some regions of the 
knee, correlations between the difference in tAB and regional cartilage thickness (Z-scores) were small (-
0.03<r>0.25) and the difference in tABexplained less than 6% of the variation (maximum R2

 

=0.06) of the 
difference in regional cartilage thickness.   

CONCLUSION: tABs are larger in pre-ROA and ROA knees than in healthy reference knees, especially in the 
medial compartment, with the difference not becoming larger at higher cKL grades. Specific subregions with 
substantial cartilage thickening or thinning were identified at different ROA stages (pre-, early and late). 
Differences in tAB between healthy and ROA knees are not strongly associated with differences in regional 
cartilage thickness. 
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Title: CONSUMER IMPACT ON ARTHRITIS RESEARCH 
 
Authors: Richards D, Légaré J, Wilhelm L, Bergeron L, Coderre J, Cooper D, DeBow C, Hughes S, 
Gunderson J, Riddick A 
Presenters: Janet Gunderson, Neil White 
Abstract Category: ARHP Education 
 
OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the relevance and value of consumer involvement in arthritis research with 
examples specific to the Canadian Arthritis Network (CAN).  
 
METHODS: CAN supports integrated, multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional research and training. The 
consumers (people living with arthritis) on CAN’s Consumer Advisory Council have extensive and varied 
advocacy and self-management experience, representing a range of professional experiences, ages, cultures, 
and languages. Consumers work with researchers, students, and stakeholders to shape research and training 
initiatives. CAC impacts research through: membership on committees and integration into CAN’s 
governance structure, collaborating and advising on research projects, participating in training activities, 
and engaging in knowledge translation and exchange.  
 
RESULTS: Numerous outcomes demonstrate consumer impact on research: 1)Committee membership: 
Consumers have an observer on the Board of Directors, and voting members on the Research Management 
Committee, Scientific and Medical Advisory Committee, and Training and Education Committee. 
2)Collaborate in and advise on research projects: Consumers collaborate on research projects, by 
disseminating and communicating results, participating in team meetings, supplying expert advice on 
project relevance to consumers, and have written a lay glossary of scientific terms. 3)Participate in training 
activities of consumers and researchers: Consumers aim to educate their peers through provision of semi-
annual training sessions, the public on arthritis and the CAN research model through interaction with local 
consumers and policy makers, and increase awareness for consumer involvement in research through 
presentations. 4)Participate in knowledge translation and exchange activities–internal and external: 
Consumers have: introduced fatigue and pain as topics of research at CAN, utilized connections for 
outreach and involvement with other arthritis organizations to disseminate the CAN research model, 
written papers on consumer involvement in research (Consumer Perspective White Paper on Arthritis & 
Pain Workshop), and given presentations (Consumers: Equal Partners in Research poster - EULAR (2008), 
CAN (2008), CDPAC (2008), The Canadian Arthritis Network's Unique Model of Consumer Involvement 
in Research presentation - Advanced Bone & Joint Symposium at the Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science (2007)). Consumer research-related activities are interactive and mutually beneficial: researchers 
and trainees are educated on the importance of the perspective of those living with arthritis in their 
research, and consumers gain new knowledge, skills, and empowerment through their research project-
associated activities.  
 
CONCLUSION: Consumer participation in CAN’s research-related activities provides people living with 
arthritis the opportunity to work with researchers on CAN’s mission of a world free of arthritis. This poster 
showcases the relevance and value of consumer involvement in arthritis research by using examples 
specific to the Canadian Arthritis Network. 
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HEBERDEN´S NODES AND FEMOROTIBIAL CARTILAGE THICKNESS IN SUBJECTS 
WITH PREVALENT OR AT HIGH RISK OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS USING MR IMAGING – DATA FROM OAI 
 
1 Haugen I. K., 2 Cotofana S., 3 4 Englund M., 1 Kvien T. K., 5 Dreher D., 6 Nevitt M., 7 Lane N.E., 2 8 Eckstein F. 
 
1 Diakonhjemmet Hospital, Oslo, Norway; 2 Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria; 3 Lund University, Lund, Sweden;  
4 Boston University School of Medicine, USA; 5 MerckSerono SA, Geneva, Switzerland; 6 UCSF, San Francisco, CA; 7 UCSF at 
Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, USA; 8 Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany  
 
INTRODUCTION: Hand osteoarthritis (HOA) may represent generalized OA and may possibly indicate a systemic predisposition for 
knee OA. Previous studies have suggested that Heberden’s nodes (HN) is a risk factor for incident and progressive knee OA, but no 
studies have evaluated the relationship between HN (as a marker for HOA severity) and MRI-based cartilage thickness of the knee. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate whether the number of HN as a marker for HOA severity is cross-sectionally associated with knee cartilage 
thickness in OAI participants. Secondly, to evaluate whether HN are associated with reduced cartilage thickness in subjects with 
no/early radiographic knee OA. 
 
METHODS: We studied 773 knees from 773 OAI participants (461 women, mean (SD) age 62.5 (9.4) years) with prevalent or at high 
risk of knee OA. The number of distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints (incl. thumb IP) with bony enlargement (range 0-10) was assessed 
clinically (0.2.2 [clinical] data set). Femorotibial cartilage thickness (ThCtAB) was measured quantitatively from coronal FLASHwe 
images by Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany (0.E.1 [imaging] data set). The subjects were stratified into 4 groups based on 
the number of HN; no/minimal HOA (0-1 HN), mild HOA (2-4 HN), moderate HOA (5-7 HN), and severe HOA (8-10 HN). Mean 
cartilage thickness in the central and external aspects of medial tibia (cMT, eMT) and central femur (ccMF, ecMF) were selected for 
analyses, as these subregions have been shown to display the largest differences between knees with medial OA and normal knees 
(Eckstein et al. O&C 2010). In a primary model, we evaluated the linear trend of mean cartilage thickness across the HN groups with 
adjustment for age, sex, and BMI (multivariate ANCOVA). In a secondary model, analyses were stratified for no/mild knee OA (KLG 
0-2) and moderate/severe knee OA (KLG 3-4).  
 
RESULTS: In total 345 subjects (45%) had 0-1 HN, 213 (28%) 2-4 HN, 111 (14%) 5-7 HN, and 104 subjects (13%) had 8-10 HN. In 
total 369 (48%) had no definite or mild knee OA (KLG 0-2) and 402 (52%) had moderate/severe knee OA (KLG 3-4). Subjects with 
increasing number of HN had significantly lower cartilage thickness after adjustment for age, sex, and BMI (table 1). Figure 1 shows 
the mean cartilage thickness in percentage using the 0-1 HN group as reference (100%). Analyses of stratified data showed that 
subjects with KLG 3-4 had significantly lower cartilage thickness with increasing number of HN in cMT (p=0.003), eMT (p<0.001), 
ccMF (p=0.01), and ecMF (p=0.02), while there were no significant differences in cartilage thickness within the KL 0-2 group. 
 
Table 1 Mean cartilage thickness (mm) (adjusted for age, sex, and BMI) according to the number of Heberden´s nodes (HN)  
 0-1 HN 2-4 HN 5-7 HN 8+ HN P value 
cMT 2.36 2.36 2.32 2.22 0.03 
eMT 1.36 1.36 1.30 1.17 0.001 
ccMF 2.10 2.02 2.03 1.92 0.06 
ecMF 1.37 1.31 1.28 1.24 0.03 
      
Figure 1 Adjusted mean cartilage thickness according to the number of HN using the 0-1 HN group as reference (100%).  

 
CONCLUSION: This cross-sectional study shows that the number of HN is associated with lower cartilage thickness in the external 
and central medial compartment of the knee in patients with established OA, while no significant differences in cartilage thickness 
were seen in early/mild knee OA.  
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CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF ACL RECONSTRUCTED AND CONTRALATERAL 
UNINJURED KNEES USING 3.0 TESLA MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 

 
*Haughom B., *Schairer W., *Souza R.B., **Ma C.B., *Li X. 
 
* Musculoskeletal and Quantitative Imaging Research Group, University of California San Francisco,  San 
Francisco, CA, USA 
** Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Patients who tear their ACL are at increased risk of knee osteoarthritis (OA). Clinical 
tools that afford early OA detection may provide opportunities for timely interventions to minimize this 
risk. T1ρ magnetic resonance (MR) imaging can be used to detect early cartilage matrix degeneration and 
monitor cartilage health following injury.  
 
OBJECTIVE: The objective of our study was to detect regional variations in cartilage T1ρ signal of ACL 
injured knees versus the contralateral uninjured knee one year following ACL reconstruction.  
 

METHODS: 11 patients (average age: 36 +/- 8 years; 6 women, 5 men) were imaged with a a 3T GE Excite 
Sigma MR Scanner and an 8-channel phased-array knee coil 16 +/- 6 months following ACL 
reconstruction. Sagittal 3D high resolution spoiled gradient echo (SPGR; TR/TE = 15/6.7 ms, flip angle = 
12, field of view (FOV) = 14 cm, matrix = 512 x 512, slice thickness = 1mm) and T1ρ images were 
acquired bilaterally. The T1ρ  

 

images were obtained using a spin-lock technique followed by SPGR 
acquisition using transient signals evolving towards steady-state with the following parameters: TR/TE = 
9.3/3.7 ms, FOV = 14 cm, matrix= 256 x 192, slice thickness = 4 mm, time of spin-lock (TSL) = 
0/10/40/80 ms, FSL = 500 Hz. Cartilage was segmented on the SPGR images and overlaid onto the T1ρ 
map for quantification. Knees were divided into four compartments: LF, LT, MF, and MT. The LF and MF 
cartilage were further subdivided into weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) regions. T1ρ 
values were compared between injured and un-injured knees in matched regions, and between WB and 
NWB regions in both knees using paired t-tests. 

RESULTS:  T1ρ relaxation times were significantly increased in the LF (41.143 ms vs. 38.928 ms; p = 
0.03) and MF (40.983 ms vs. 38.263 ms; p = 0.04) of the injured relative to the contralateral uninjured 
knee.  Additionally, there was a significant elevation in the overall cartilage T1ρ average (across all 4 
compartments) between the two knees (38.502 ms vs 37.401 ms; p = 0.05). No statistically significant 
relationship was seen in the T1ρ of the MT or LT compartments.  The uninjured LF NWB region showed 
an increase T1ρ relaxation time relative to the WB region (39.230 ms vs 37.946 ms; p = 0.05), as did the 
MF (40.041 ms vs 37.353; p = 0.03).  In contrast there was no statistically significant relationship between 
the NWB and WB regions in the injured LF and MF. 
 
CONCLUSION: Our data shows increased T1ρ relaxation times in the LF, MF, and the overall average of 
the four cartilage compartments in the ACL-repaired knee compared to the uninjured knee.  Previous in-
vivo studies have shown increased T1ρ relaxation times in the NWB regions compared to the WB regions 
of the knees of both healthy controls and ACL-injured knees (2 months post-injury, prior to ACL 
reconstruction). Similarly, we found this relationship in the healthy contralateral knee in our patients.  
However, here we report that 16 months following ACL reconstruction, this difference between the WB 
and NWB regions is eliminated. The elevated T1ρ values in the injured knee as well as the lack of a 
statistically significant difference between the WB and NWB regions of the injured knee suggest that early 
degenerative changes in cartilage may take place 16 months after surgery. Given the suboptimal long-term 
OA outcomes in these patients, further prospective longitudinal evaluation is necessary to investigate the 
outcomes following various interventions and ACL reconstruction techniques.   
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CORRELATING 3T T1RHO MRI WITH TIBIOFEMORAL MR KINEMATICS FOLLOWING ACL 
RECONSTRUCTION: A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY  

 
*Haughom B., *Schairer W., *Souza R.B., *Li X., *Ma C.B. 
 
* University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Evidence suggests that ACL injury increases the risk of knee osteoarthritis. Previous 
studies indicate that surgical repair only partially restores knee kinematics, particularly with respect to tibial 
rotation. Abnormal kinematics following ACL reconstruction are thought to cause cartilage damage 
secondary to abnormal loading. T1

 

ρ MRI is a technique that allows for the detection of cartilage matrix 
degeneration prior to morphological changes.  

OBJECTIVE: To assess whether altered kinematics following ACL reconstruction are correlated with 
cartilage damage as evaluated by T1

 
ρ imaging. 

METHODS: Ten patients (average age: 36 +/- 8 years; 6 women, 4 men) underwent 3T MR imaging 18 +/- 
5 months following ACL reconstruction. FSE images (TR/TE=4000/50.96, FOV=16cm, matrix=512 x 256, 
slice thickness=1.5 mm) were obtained at knee extension and knee flexion (~30 degrees) under simulated 
loading (125 N). T1ρ images were obtained using the following parameters: TR/TE=9.3/3.7 ms, FOV=14 
cm, matrix=256 x 192, slice thickness=4 mm, time of spin-lock (TSL)=0/10/40/80 ms, frequency of spin-
lock (FSL)= 500 Hz. Tibial rotation (TR) and anterior tibial translation (ATT) between flexion and 
extension, and T1

 

ρ relaxation times of the knee cartilage were analyzed using in-house software. Knees 
were divided into four main compartments: LF, MF, MT, and LT. The LF and MF were further divided 
into weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) regions. Each subjects injured knee data was 
normalized to the contralateral side and relationships between kinematics (e.g. delta ATT and delta TR) and 
T1ρ values were explored using second-degree polynomial regression, with a y-intercept of 0.   

RESULTS: A significant increase in T1ρ values of the 
injured versus contralateral MF was observed (42.7 +/- 4.0 
vs. 39.6 +/- 3.5 ms; p=0.04). Relationships were seen 
between the percentage change in the overall T1ρ average of 
the four compartments and delta ATT (R2=0.56, p=0.02), 
the percentage change in T1ρ values of the MF WB region 
and delta TR (Figure 1; R2=0.23, p=0.05), the percentage 
change in the T1ρ values of the MF WB region and delta 
ATT (R2=0.33, p=0.04), the percentage change in the T1ρ 
values of the LF and delta ATT (R2=0.49, p=0.04), and the 
percentage change in the T1ρ values of the LF NWB region 
and delta TR (R2

 
=0.42, p=0.03). 

CONCLUSION: Consistent with our hypothesis, significant correlations were observed between changes in 
tibiofemoral kinematics and elevated T1ρ values in the injured knee when normalized to the uninjured 
knee. This indicates that cartilage degeneration is detected as early as 18 months following ACL 
reconstruction using MRI T1ρ, and that these changes may in part be explained by altered tibiofemoral 
kinematics. The mechanism of cartilage degeneration from changes in ATT and TR between the injured 
and uninjured knee is unclear. It is feasible that the relationship is secondary to a combination of the acute 
injury, post surgical changes, and abnormal kinematics. Restoring native knee kinematics post-injury may 
prevent progression of cartilage damage. Our study is limited by its cross sectional nature.  A prospective 
study is needed to fully understand the regional changes in cartilage T1

 

ρ relaxation times as they relate to 
abnormal knee kinematics post ACL reconstruction. 

SPONSOR: UCSF Department of Orthopedic Surgery and the Doris Duke Charitable Research Foundation 
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Figure 1 Delta TR (x axis) vs Percent Change 
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FREQUENCY CONTENT OF CARTILAGE IMPACT SIGNAL REFLECTS 
ACUTE HISTOLOGIC STRUCTURAL DAMAGE 

 
Heiner A.D., Martin J.A., McKinley T.O., Goetz J.E., Thedens D.R., Brown T.D. 

 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA 

 
INTRODUCTION: Controlled impaction of articular cartilage provides a model for studying cartilage 
injury associated with post-traumatic osteoarthritis. Typically, cartilage explant specimens are struck with 
an impactor, and the resulting chondrocyte viability, chondrocyte metabolism, or structural damage is 
compared to nonimpacted controls. Determining cartilage impact damage histologically requires 
appreciable time and expense for each specimen. In contrast, mechanical measures from the impact can be 
quickly determined from the impact force trace. 
 
OBJECTIVE: Determine if a relationship could be detected between a new mechanical outcome measure 
and histologically-apparent cartilage structural damage. 
 
METHODS: Osteochondral specimens excised from bovine lateral tibial plateaus were each impacted once 
using a drop tower. The impactor tip was a flat-ended, 5.5 mm diameter brass cylinder with a rounded 
edge. One of six impact energies was delivered with either 0.59 or 1.04 kg. An accelerometer measured 
impact force (Figure 1). The amount of high-frequency content in each impact force trace was calculated as 
the percent of the total signal that was above 2 KHz. Each specimen was histologically evaluated using an 
eight-point scale designed to quantify acute structural damage (articular surface cracking and cartilage 
matrix crushing) resulting from an impact (Figure 2). Kendall’s coefficient of concordance was calculated 
between the frequency content measure and the histologic damage score for all data (n = 36), and for each 
impact mass separately (n = 18 for each). 
 
RESULTS: The histologic structural damage score increased with the proportion of high-frequency content 
in the impact trace. The coefficients of concordance were 0.864 (p = 0.005) for all data, 0.851 (p = 0.035) 
for the lower-mass impacts, and 0.927 (p = 0.017) for the higher-mass impacts.  
 
CONCLUSION: The frequency content measure and the cartilage structural damage score had good 
concordance, for the data as a whole and for each separate impact mass. This suggests that the frequency 
content of a cartilage impact signal, specifically the proportion of high-frequency force components, could 
be used as a surrogate measure of acute cartilage injury. Taking advantage of this relationship could reduce 
the time and expense of histological processing needed to morphologically assess cartilage damage, for 
purposes of initial screening when evaluating new impaction protocols. 

 
Figure 1:  Impact traces from bovine 
osteochondral specimens, demonstrating a range 
of the percent total signal greater than 2 KHz. 

 
Figure 2:  Examples of cartilage histologic structural 
damage scores. The articular surface crack score was 
added to the cartilage crush score to get a total 
specimen damage score ranging from 0 to 7.
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING OF SUBCHONDRAL DENSITY (CT-
TOMASD) IN THE PATELLA: ASSOCIATIONS WITH LOCALIZED CARTILAGE DEGENERATION 
 
*,

 
**Johnston JD, *Steeves JD, ***Kontulainen SK, **McWalter EJ, ****Masri BA, ****Wilson, DR. 

*Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada 
**Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 
***College of Kinesiology, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada 
****Department of Orthopaedics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Imaging studies examining direct associations between patellar bone mineral density 
(BMD) and cartilage degeneration offer conflicting and inconclusive results about whether BMD increases 
or decreases with OA disease progression [3-4]. The overall aim of this study was to investigate the ability 
of a novel in vivo 3D imaging tool (CT-TOMASD) at distinguishing subchondral bone density differences 
between normal and OA cadaveric patellae affected with different degrees of cartilage degeneration. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To compare subchondral bone mineral density (BMD) from degenerated cartilage regions in 
normal and osteoarthritic cadaveric patellae using CT-TOMASD-derived BMD ratios. 
 
METHODS: We obtained 17 intact knees from 10 subjects (2F:8M; age: 76+/-7). Following CT scanning, 
each patella was dissected and patellar car tilage was graded by the participating surgeon using the ICRS 
system. Moderate d egeneration ( ICRS>=2) was o bserved i n 11 patellae, focused cen trally i n t he l ateral 
middle facet near the medial/lateral facet boundary. In the same 11 patellae, minimal cartilage degeneration 
(ICRS<=1) was o bserved i n t he lateral s uperior f acet. T he r emaining 6 knees d emonstrated minimal 
cartilage degeneration in lateral middle and lateral superior facets, and were classified as normal. Prior to 
dissection and cartilage degradation scoring, intact knees were scanned using QCT (Toshiba 64; Mindways 
BMD Phantom; 0.5mm isotropic resolution, 120 kVp voltage, 300 mA tube current, ~3.7second scan time, 
~300 slices, 0.15 mSv radiation dosage). BMD was assessed using our  CT-TOMASD technique [5], which 
uses s urface p rojections t o as sess b oth co rtical an d t rabecular b one d ensity at  s pecific d epths f rom t he 
subchondral s urface. R egions corresponding with ar eas o f moderate a nd minimal car tilage d egeneration 
were included in CT-TOMASD analyses, specifically central middle and cen tral superior regions of the 
lateral facet. BMD was assessed at depths of 0-2.5mm, 2.5–5.0mm, and 5.0-7.5mm from the subchondral 
surface. For each depth, the ratio of central middle BMD (corresponding with ICRS>=2) to superior BMD 
(corresponding with I CRS<=1) was a ssessed u sing CT-TOMASD ( M/ S  B MD Ratio). W e used a 
generalized linear model to compare M/S BMD Ratios at three normalized depths. We included group (OA 
vs. normal) a s a  f ixed factor. W e r eport p air-wise co ntrasts b etween O A an d n ormal ratios w ith 
corresponding 95%  c onfidence i ntervals ( 95% C I) a djusted f or m ultiple c omparisons b y B onferroni 
method.  Statistical analyses were performed using commercial software (Matlab 2007a and SPSS 15.0).  
 
RESULTS: T he M/S BMD r atio was 19% lower in degenerated patellae than normal p atellae across the 
2.5-5.0mm de pth ( mean di fference: 0. 170; 95%  C I: 0. 111-0.229; p< 0.001) a nd 12%  lower a t t he 5. 0-
7.5mm depth (mean difference: 0.094; 95% CI: 0.010-0.178; p=0.031). The M/S BMD ratio did not differ 
statistically significantly b etween d egenerated an d n ormal p atellae acr oss t he 0 -2.5mm de pth ( mean 
difference: 0. 135; 95% C I: -0.005-0.274; p= 0.057). Though n ot s tatistically s ignificant, B MD b elow 
degenerated car tilage was l ower t han normal B MD from t he s ame r egion. C onversely, B MD b elow 
cartilage adjacent to degenerated cartilage was higher than normal BMD from the same region. 
 
CONCLUSION: T he C T-TOMASD i maging t echnique d emonstrated l ower M /S B MD r atios i n 
subchondral bone adjacent to cartilage degenerated regions of the patellae. The M/S BMD ratio output by 
CT-TOMASD may help t o c haracterize p ossible s ubchondral b one r esponses t o car tilage d egeneration. 
This 3 D C T t echnique ha s t he p otential to q uantify c hanges i n p atellar s ubchondral B MD t hat may b e 
associated with OA disease initiation and progression. 
 
SPONSOR: Canadian Arthritis Network (CAN), NSERC USRA, NSERC Discovery, CIHR 
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A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN RADIOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL 
FEATURES OF HIP AND KNEE OA: THE IMPORTANCE OF METHODOLOGICAL QUALITY 
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INTRODUCTION: S till t here i s d ebate o n t he p resumed as sociation b etween r adiographic an d cl inical 
features of OA. Inconsistency in reported associations might be caused by different definitions of clinical 
OA, and by different protocols and scoring methods for radiographic damage.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate whether there is an association between radiographic OA and clinical OA of hip 
and knee, taking into account the importance of disease definition, radiographic protocol, and standardised 
outcome measures. 
 
METHODS: A systematic literature search was performed and results were screened for studies describing 
radiographic and clinical OA. To enable comparison of study results, seven classification criteria for 
general study quality and for methodological quality were developed. The methodological criteria consisted 
of specific OA definition for inclusion, standardised radiographic protocols, and standardised radiographic 
and clinical OA outcomes. Associations were evaluated, and classified as present when significant, as 
absent when not significant, and as not evident when not all performed comparisons were significant. The 
influence of fulfilling classification criteria on the association was investigated, by classifying both the 
number and the specific criteria fulfilled.  
 
RESULTS: The literature search resulted in 47 studies describing associations between radiographic and 
clinical OA. In all studies, associations were present in 15%, absent in 19%, and not evident in 66%. 
Associations were strongest in the 6 studies fulfilling all classification criteria; present in 50%, absent in 
17%, and not evident in 33% of studies. Associations diminished when the number of fulfilled criteria 
decreased. Specifically the criteria for radiographic protocol, and standardised outcomes proved of 
importance. Associations were present in 35%, absent in 12%, and not evident in 53% of the 17 studies in 
which the radiographic protocol was adequate. In the 30 studies not fulfilling this criterion, associations 
diminished: associations were not evident in 74% of studies, present in only 3%, and absent in 23% of 
studies. Considering standardised outcomes, associations were present in 26%, absent in 37%, and not 
evident in 37% of studies when the criterion was fulfilled. When the criterion was not fulfilled, associations 
were commonly not evident (86% of studies) and only present in 7% of studies (absent in 7% of studies). 
 
CONCLUSION: Associations between radiographic and clinical OA features were more commonly present 
when studies fulfilled criteria for methodological quality. Specifically the radiographic protocol and 
standardised outcomes are important for future research on the evaluation of a relation between 
radiographic and clinical features of OA. 
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RELIABILITY OF BONE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS  
USING DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY 
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INTRODUCTION: Dual energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) is the method of choice for quantifying 
bone mineral density (BMD). In clinical practice however, BMD is commonly subjectively assessed on 
standard radiographs for the scoring of (longitudinal) bone changes in case of OA. Specifically, the 
transition from film-screen radiography to (direct) digital radiography needs re-evaluation of the possibility 
to quantify BMD on radiographs. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate whether actual BMD (hydroxylapatite in g/cm2

 

) can be related to grey value in 
digital radiographic images, and to study whether an aluminum step wedge (20 steps from 2 to 40 mm) can 
be used as a reference for BMD (in mm aluminum equivalent) independent of radiographic settings. 

METHODS: A bone density standard (BDS) was created consisting of predefined amounts of 
hydroxylapatite (8 cups ranging from 0 to 5.75 g/cm2

 

). BMD of the 8 hydroxylapatite cups in the BDS was 
first measured by use of DXA (Hologic Discovery). Subsequently, digital radiographs of the BDS were 
acquired (Philips Digital Diagnost), with different settings. Peak voltage (kVp), milliampere seconds 
(mAs), tube added filtering, and position of the BDS in the radiographic field were varied. Also the regular 
clinical post-processing module, which is introduced with the development of digital radiography, was 
compared with post-processing switched off. In all cases a human (cadaver) knee joint was imaged together 
with the BDS in order to simulate clinical conditions, and an aluminum step wedge was added as a 
potential reference. Custom made software was used to express the grey values in the BDS in mm 
aluminum equivalent by comparing them to the grey values measured in the step wedge. The relation 
between actual BMD in the BDS and BMD expressed in mmAl equivalent was evaluated for linearity.  

RESULTS: The correlation between DXA values and the actual density in the BDS was strongly linear 
(R2=0.995). When digital radiographs were acquired with regular clinical parameter settings the linear 
relation between actual BMD and BMD in mmAl was rather low (R2=0.821). Evaluation of the different 
settings revealed that specifically image post-processing on the x-ray system influenced this linear relation. 
When post-processing modules were switched off the linear relation improved significantly to R2=0.931. 
Variation in the other independently evaluated radiographic settings (kVp, mAs, filter, position) moderately 
influenced the linearity; R2 varied between 0.759-0.876. Since the relation between actual BMD and BMD 
in mmAl was found to be non-linear, a 3rd order polynomial fit was applied, which improved R2 of the 
regular clinical parameter settings significantly to 0.991. Switching off post-processing modules only 
slightly improved (changed) the 3rd order fitted relation between BMD and mmAl equivalent to R2

 
=0.997. 

CONCLUSION: Bone density evaluation on digital radiographs is significantly hampered by the default 
image post-processing module on digital x-ray systems as used in clinical practice.  Also variations in x-ray 
setting are of influence. However, by use of an aluminum reference standard and by using a non-linear fit, 
BMD in the range of interest regarding subchondral bone changes, can be expressed in mmAl equivalent in 
a rather precise way.   
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INVERSION RECOVERY SODIUM MRI OF THE KNEE JOINT IN VIVO AT 7T 
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INTRODUCTION: Loss of GAG is a signature of early OA and sodium MRI correlates linearly with GAG 
concentrations in cartilage. In the present study, we implemented an ultrashort TE (UTE) 3D-23

 

Na -radial 
sequence with inversion recovery (IR) preparation at 7T and the feasability on the knee joint was tested on 
5 healthy volunters. Two non-selective inversion pulses were compared : a rectangular and an adiabatic 
WURST (Wideband Uniform Rate and Smooth Truncation) pulses.  

OBJECTIVE: The goal of this preliminary work is to implement the magnetization prepared 3D-UTE 
radial sequence which suppress the free sodium signal from synovial fluids/joint effusion in the knee joint 
to allow a more accurate quantification of sodium concentration [Na+

 

] in cartilage and increase the 
sensitivity of sodium MRI to the loss of GAG for patients with OA. 

METHODS: For this IRB approved study, five healthy volunteers (1 female, 4 males, average age 26±2.7 
years) were scanned after signing an inform consent. Sodium images were acquired on a Siemens whole-
body scanner at 7T using a 3D UTE radial sequence with the parameters : TR/TE = 100/0.4 ms, 10000 
projections, 128 points of acquisition, dwell time 80 µs, FOV 200x200x200 mm3, resolution 1.8x1.8x1.8 
mm3, time of acquisition 16:50 min. The 90° pulse was 0.5 ms long. The rectangular inversion pulse was 1 
ms long. The WURST pulse was 8 ms long with an amplitude of 220 Hz. Images were reconstructed 
offline in Matlab using a non-uniform fast Fourier Transform (NUFFT) algorithm. Four 4% agar gels 
samples with known 23

 

Na concentrations 
(150, 200, 250, 300 mM) were used for 
sodium quantification, which was calculated 
with T1 and T2* correction for the gels and 
cartilage.  

RESULTS :The [Na+] were measured in the 
patellar, FT medial and FT lateral cartilage 
giving the following average values (in mM) : 
without IR, [Na+]~225±40, with rectangular 
IR, [Na+]~320±50, and with WURST IR, 
[Na+]~270±25. In normal healthy cartilage, 
[Na+

 

] should be ~ 240-300 mM. From 
simulations and experiments on phantoms, 
IR-WURST pulse exhibits a more complete 
and uniform fluid suppression with an amplitude >250 Hz and 10 ms length, but due to specific absorption 
rate (SAR) limitations, only 220Hz and 8 ms were allowed here, giving an incomplete liquid suppression 
but still more uniform than with the rectangular pulse. All images on the figure have the same scaling (0-
400 mM). The largest round tube on the top right is PBS used as a reference for fluid  suppression. 

CONCLUSION: Even with a non-optimum WURST pulse, adiabatic IR sodium MRI seems to give more 
accurate sodium concentrations with incomplete but spatially uniform fluid suppression. Different kinds of 
adiabatic pulses (hsec, or designed with optimal control theory) are now under investigation in order to 
allow a complete suppression of the free sodium within the SAR limitations. The next step will be a 
comparison of [Na+

 
] calculated from IR sodium MRI on volunteers and OA patients. 
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LONGITUDINAL SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE IN CARTILAGE MORPHOLOGY OF OAI KNEES – FROM 
HEALTHY REFERENCE TO LATE STAGE RADIOGRAPHIC OA 
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INTRODUCTION: Most clinical trials of knee OA have excluded participants with late- or end-stage radiographic 
OA (ROA), because no further reduction in JSW can be expected at this stage. These participants (i.e. Kellgren-
Lawrence grade [KLG] 4), however, are of high interest, because they are likely to receive total knee arthroplasty in 
the near future, representing a well established clinical endpoint.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To study the longitudinal rate of (and sensitivity to) change in femorotibial cartilage morphology over 
12 months in knees with various stages of disease (healthy reference to end-stage ROA)  
 
METHODS: One knee in each of 831 OAI participants (public use data sets 0.E.1 and 1.E.1.[imaging] and 0.2.2 
[clinical] ) was studied: 112 healthy without risk factors of knee OA and 719 with ROA (310 calculated KLG 
[cKLG] 2, 300 cKLG3, and 109 cKLG4). Segmentation of femorotibial cartilage plates and ordered values (OV: 
Buck et al. ACR 2009) of subregional cartilage thickness change were obtained from coronal FLASH MR images 
(baseline and 12 months), the operators being blinded to the time point. 
 
RESULTS: Healthy knees displayed small thickness changes (<0.7%) in femorotibial cartilage plates and subre-
gions; OVs were symmetrically distributed around zero (Table 1). cKLG2 knees showed small (<1%) changes that 
did not significantly differ from healthy knees. cKLG3 knees displayed cartilage thinning of up to 2.5% (central 
femur) and cKLG 4 knees of up to 3.9% (external tibia), with OVs 1-10 differing significantly from healthy knees 
(Table 1). The OV approach was more sensitive to detecting significant differences between cKLG groups (min 
p=5.5x10-14; Kruskall Wallis) than a region-based approach (min p=1.2x10-5). 
 
Table 1: Ordered values (OV) of subregional cartilage thickness change over 12 months   
(MC = mean change in µm, SD = standard deviation of the change, MC% = mean change in %) 
 Healthy (n=112) cKLG 2 (n=310) KLG 3 (n=300) cKLG 4 (n=109) Kruskal- 
 
OV 1 -121 81 -6.2 -137 104 -6.6 -180* 144 -9.4 -200* 117 -12.5 5.54E-14 

MC SD MC% MC SD MC% MC SD MC% MC SD MC% Wallis 

OV 2 -80 45 -4.3 -98 80 -5.3 -126* 95 -7.3 -139* 86 -8.7 6.03E-13 
OV 3 -60 42 -3.3 -69 50 -3.7 -95* 78 -5.4 -108* 71 -7.3 4.01E-13 
OV 4 -46 38 -2.6 -53 43 -2.9 -73* 61 -4.2 -85* 60 -6.3 8.43E-11 
OV 5 -31 36 -1.7 -40 40 -2.1 -57* 55 -3.2 -68* 55 -4.8 1.06E-9 
OV 6 -20 36 -1.2 -29 39 -1.6 -43* 50 -2.5 -53* 49 -3.8 6.21E-9 
OV 7 -11 36 -0.6 -19 37 -1.0 -31* 45 -1.8 -40* 47 -2.8 9.12E-8 
OV 8 -1 35 0.0 -9 36 -0.5 -19* 43 -1.1 -27* 45 -1.8 2.95E-6 
OV 9 8 34 0.4 1 34 0.0 -7* 42 -0.4 -16* 44 -1.2 7.88E-6 
OV 10 18 34 1.0 10 32 0.5 4* 43 0.2 -6* 47 -0.3 4.12E-5 
=>…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

*significant difference from healthy controls (Mann-Whitney U test at p<0.0167 [global p < 0.05 for 3 tests]) 
OV 16 124 83 6.1 112 55 5.8 116 71 6.5 118 79 7.7 .453  

 
CONCLUSION: MR-based cartilage thickness measurements display high rates of loss at late- to end-stage ROA 
(JSN knees), and small rates (indistinguishable from healthy cases) in early ROA (no JSN knees). From the perspec-
tive of sensitivity to change, cKLG4 subjects need not to be excluded from clinical trials that use MRI-based quantit-
ative cartilage morphology as an endpoint, in particular when an OV approach is employed. This provides opportu-
nity to study progression (cartilage thinning) closely prior to knee arthroplasty. 
 
SPONSORS: Pfizer, Eli Lilly, Merck Serono, Glaxo Smith Kline, OAI-UCSF, Wyeth, Centocor, Novartis 
DISCLOSURES: see affiliations 
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PATIENT SPECIFIC, FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF INTRA-OSSEOUS LESIONS IN EARLY 
OSTEOARTHRITIS 

 
*,**McErlain D.D., *Milner J.S., *Ivanov T., *Pollmann S.I., *,**

 
Holdsworth D.W. 

*Imaging Laboratories, Robarts Research Institute, The University of Western Ontario, London, Canada 
**

 
Department of Medical Biophysics, The University of Western Ontario, London, Canada 

INTRODUCTION: Recent advances in both, high-resolution computed tomography (CT) and Finite 
Element Modeling (FEA) software, have allowed for the creation of subject specific FEA models; capable 
of monitoring the mechanical response of bone to various loads.  Currently, there is no standard method for 
applying image-based FEA analysis over a large patient cohort using in vivo CT data. Moreover, there is 
little understanding about the initiation and progression of subchondral bone cysts (SBC) that can appear in 
OA joints.  
OBJECTIVE: To study the role of intra-osseous lesions in advancing the pathogenesis of knee OA, through 
the use FEA in conjunction with high-resolution imaging techniques. 
METHODS: As part of a previous study, 20 early stage OA patients (≤ Grade 2 KLG) were scanned with a 
high-resolution, prototype cone-beam CT system (Multistar, Siemens).  The 40 cm field of view 
encompassed the mid-shaft of the femur to the diaphysis of the proximal tibia, with isotropic voxel spacing 
of 0.55 mm.  Individual knee bones were rendered to create 3D geometries that were transferred into our 
FEA software (Abaqus, v.6.8 Simulia) for loading experiments.  The interior volume of the model is 
meshed using tetrahedral elements that are: 1 mm in edge length; assigned material properties (modulus of 
elasticity 50 – 32000 MPa) derived directly from the CT image, which is linearly related to the bone 
mineral density in that specific region of bone (2 – 1100 mg/cc hydroxyapatite).  The user subsequently 
created a duplicate model with a 3D sphere in a weight bearing region of the joint, mimicking a SBC.  
These virtual SBC have typical sizes (range 3 – 12 mm) and a non-uniform fluid composition.  A spherical 
shell that extended 1 mm radially around the SBC served as the sample volume for measurements of Von 
Mises stress.  Both models were vertically loaded by approximately 750 N.  Values observed for intra-
osseous stress were compared using a paired T-test.       
RESULTS: All patient models had a SBC created in either the proximal tibia or distal femur.  Qualitative 
observations indicated that the values for stress in the weight-bearing surface of the subchondral bone 
increased due to the presence of the SBC.  The results of the paired T-test reported a significant increase in 
intra-osseous stress values in the models that contained a SBC (p < 0.001; 0.934 ± 0.073 versus 1.69 ± 
0.159 MPa, for the non-SBC and SBC models, respectively). 
CONCLUSION: Our results provide insights into the mechanism by which SBC may accelerate OA, 
leading to greater pain and disability.  Based on these findings, we feel that patient derived FEA models of 
the OA knee present a tremendous potential for monitoring joint mechanics under physiological loads. 
 
SPONSOR: Canadian Arthritis Network, CAN SRI-OA-01 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: none 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: The authors would like to thank Joanna Suan for technical assistance, and The 
Canadian Arthritis Network for funding 
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VALIDATION OF AN MRI-BASED ASSESSMENT OF PATELLOFEMORAL CONTACT AREA 
 
*McWalter E.J., **O’Kane C, *Wilson D.R. 
 
* University of British Columbia and Vancouver Coastal Health Research Institute, Vancouver, Canada 
** University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland 
 
INTRODUCTION: Patellar malalignment has been associated with patellofemoral OA progression (Hunter 
2007) and likely alters patterns of load transmission through the joint. MRI-based measures of cartilage 
contact areas can provide insight into how malalignment alters load transmission. Contact area has been 
assessed from both axial and sagittal scans, usually by delineating contact and multiplying by slice 
thickness. However, the assessments require long scans (2-11 min) and validation has been limited. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 1) To validate axial and sagittal MRI scan sequences (<1min) to assess patellofemoral 
contact area in loaded knee flexion and 2) to evaluate differences in contact area calculation methods. 
 
METHODS: The MRI assessment (Intera, Philips, the Netherlands) of contact area was validated in four 
cadaver specimens using a dye staining technique. Specimens were mounted in a loading rig and both axial 
and sagittal scans were acquired using 3D T1-weighted FFE sequences (Table 1). Without altering the 
loaded setup, dye was introduced into the joint; the areas devoid of dye represented contact. The contact 
area boundary was digitized (Optotrak, NDI, Canada) and the cartilage surface topology was mapped using 
a non-contact digitizer (Vivid 9i, Konica-Minolta, Japan). The boundary was registered to the surface and 
contact area was assessed using commercial software (Rapidform XOR, Inus Technology, South Korea). 
In-plane contact was defined on each MRI slice in two ways using image processing software (Analyze 8.0, 
AnalyzeDirect, USA): 1) direct delineation and 2) expansion of the segmented patellar cartilage plate 
towards femoral cartilage plate by one pixel. Contact area was calculated in three ways using custom 
software (Matlab, the Mathworks, USA): 1) multiplying by slice thickness, 2) linear interpolation between 
slices and 3) spline fitting between slices. The MRI and dye areas were registered and the distance between 
contact area centroids and the percentage overlap were calculated. Accuracy of the MRI-based contact area, 
relative to the dye-based area, was expressed as the root mean square coefficient of variation (RMSCV%).   

 

 
Parameter Sagittal Axial 
In-plane resolution 0.3125 mm 0.3125 mm 
Slice separation 2 mm 2 mm 
Matrix size 576 x 576 576 x 576 
Repetition Time 11 ms 14 ms 
Echo Time 3.9 ms 4.6 ms 
Flip Angle 10° 10° 
Scan time 58 s 52 s 

 Table 1: MRI scan sequence parameters.

 
Parameter Sagittal Axial 
In-plane resolution 0.3125 mm 0.3125 mm 
Slice separation 2 mm 2 mm 
Matrix size 576 x 576 576 x 576 
Repetition Time 11 ms 14 ms 
Echo Time 3.9 ms 4.6 ms 
Flip Angle 10° 10° 
Scan time 58 s 52 s 

 Table 1: MRI scan sequence parameters.  
 
RESULTS: We determined that delineating contact from the sagittal scan was consistently the most 
accurate method of contact area assessment (Table 2). The mean difference in contact centroids was 2.59 
mm (SD 0.40 mm) and the mean overlap was 85.8% (SD 11.2%). 
 
CONCLUSION: It was not surprising that the sagittal scans resulted in better accuracy than the axial scans 
since they provide a better description of the periphery of the contact area. Our accuracy results are similar 
to those in the literature.  Differences of 13% and 16% have been reported using multiplication by slice 
thickness (Heino-Brechter 2003) and surface fitting (Moss 2001) methods, respectively. However, our scan 
was significantly shorter. Although the linear interpolation and spline techniques appear less accurate, they 
provide a better representation of the actual cartilage surface. The results of the distance between centroids 
and area overlap suggest relatively good agreement in location of the contact area; however, they highlight 
that the MRI method does not provide a consistent overestimation of the area contour, as one might expect. 
 
SPONSOR: NSERC, CAN, MSFHR, CIHR and the Ireland Canada University Foundation 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: none 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT:  We would like to acknowledge Laura Given and Katharine Wilson for assistance 
with data collection and Trudy Harris, Paul Hamill, Linda James and Burkhard Maedler for MRI support. 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: emilymc@interchange.ubc.ca 

Table 2: RMSCV% accuracy of contact area assessment (2 MRI contact 
outline methods and 3 area calculation methods). 

 
Method Sagittal Axial 
 Delineated Expansion Delineated Expansion 
Length x thickness 12.6 14.7 19.3 16.8 
Linear interpolation 16.9 18.0 45.2 45.3 
Spline fit 17.0 17.6 43.1 44.3 
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OBTAINING CONSISTENT T2 MEASUREMENTS IN A CLINICAL TRIAL 
*Riek J.K. 
*VirtualScopics, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: T2 relaxation time has been shown to be correlated with the collagen content of 
cartilage.  Different magnets have different capabilities when it comes to producing T2 maps.  To use T2 
relaxation time as a proxy for collagen content or durability, it is important that the T2 values are accurate 
across all of the imaging sites in a study.  
 
OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study is to determine whether or not existing T2 mapping sequences 
produce accurate T2 values, and if not, can the values be calibrated using T2 phantoms. 
 
METHODS: One subject was imaged using two different sequences on two different magnets.  The first 
magnet was a Philips Panorama HFO 1T magnet, and the second was a GE Signa HDxt 1.5T magnet.  The 
Philips magnet had a built-in T2 mapping sequence.  The GE magnet did not have the Cartigram software 
installed, so a 4-echo spin-echo sequence was used.  A dual-echo scan was also run on both magnets.  The 
Philips software produced a T2 map that was used as a point of comparison. 
T2 values were calculated using a linear regression on the natural logarithm of the signal intensities.  The 
T2 values in the image were then corrected using the known T2 values in the vials, and the T2 value 
calculated from the average intensities in the vials.  
 

    
a b c d 

Figure 1: T2 Mapping Sequence and T2 maps: a) Slice showing the four vials; b) Slice showing the LF 
cartilage; c) calibrated T2 map utilizing six of the seven echoes; d) same as c, different slice. 
 
RESULTS: Results for the 4 vials and a slice of lateral femoral cartilage are shown in the table for three 
uncalibrated T2 maps from the Philips magnet and the dual echo on the GE magnet.  The calibrated values 
are shown as well. 

Vial Known Philips 7-echo raw 6-echo raw 2-echo GE 
raw 

7-echo 
calibrated 

6-echo 
calibrated 

2-echo GE 
calibrated 

1 30 18 18 18 20 30 31 44 
2 60 46 43 42 42 60 60 60 
3 121 103 95 93 91 121 121 120 
4 231 337 246 252 240 209 229 244 

Cartilage ? 54 53 53 52 70 72 74 
 
CONCLUSION:  Although raw T2 values are fairly consistent across the machines, the values are 
generally underestimated by about 30% for T2 values under 121ms.  Calibration can provide more 
meaningful cross-population results. 
 
SPONSOR: None 
 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: None 
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Figure 1. T1ρ relaxation times at stages of weightbearing. 
*indicates significantly different from baseline (preNWB). 
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EFFECTS OF 6 WEEKS OF UNLOADING ON CARTILAGE T1RHO RELAXATION TIMES 
 
*Souza R.B., *Baum T., *Saldanha K., *Feeley B., *Kadel N., *Li X., *Link T.M., *Majumdar S. 
 
* University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Early biochemical changes associated with OA are potentially quantifiable through 
advanced MRI techniques such as T1ρ

 

 relaxation time mapping. It has been shown in rodent and canine 
models that cartilage composition is significantly altered (decreased proteoglycan, disruption of collagen 
matrix) in response to long-term unloading and reloading. To date, however, no in vivo human studies have 
investigated this topic.  

OBJECTIVE: To monitor knee cartilage composition after 1) non-weight-bearing (NWB) and 2) return to 
full-weight-bearing (FWB) using quantitative MRI. We hypothesize that cartilage T1ρ

 

 relaxation times will 
1) increase after NWB and 2) return to baseline levels after returning to FWB. 

METHODS: Eight subjects (4M, 4F; 35 ± 11 years of age) recruited for the current study underwent 6-8 
weeks of non-weight-bearing (use of crutches) for injuries affecting the distal leg. Examples of specific 
diagnoses were Achilles tendon rupture and peroneal tendon subluxation. Exclusion criteria included any 
previous knee injuries or surgeries ipsilateral to the injury. Quantitative cartilage imaging of the ipsilateral 
knee joint was performed on each subject at 3 time points: 1) prior to surgery; 2) immediately prior to 
discontinuing crutches (6.4 ± 0.8 weeks post op); and 3) after 4 weeks of full-weight-bearing (14.4 ± 4.0 
weeks post op). Sagittal SPGR (TR/TE: 22/7.0 ms, flip angle: 18°, FOV: 14 cm, matrix: 512 x 512, slice 
thickness: 1.5 mm), and sagittal T1ρ maps (TR/TE: 9.3/3.7 ms, FOV: 14 cm, matrix: 256 x 128, slice 
thickness: 3 mm, time of spin lock: 0, 10, 40, 80 ms, frequency of spin-lock: 500 Hz) were acquired. 
Compartments -  MF, LF, MT, LT, trochlea (TRO) and patella (PAT) - were segmented by a single blinded 
investigator on registered SPGR images and applied to the T1ρ

 

 maps for quantification. Differences were 
explored using a one-way analysis of variance. Post hoc analyses were explored with paired samples t-tests. 

RESULTS: Significant increases in T1ρ 
relaxation times were observed in 3 out of 
6 compartments evaluated after NWB 
(p<0.05; Figure 1). This included the MF, 
MT, and LT compartments. The greatest 
changes were observed in the MT (8% 
change) and LT (5% change). Following 
returning to FWB, there were no 
significant differences in T1ρ

 

 relaxation 
times as compared to the pre NWB time 
point (p>0.05). 

CONCLUSION: The observation of a 
transient shift in T1ρ relaxation times 
confirms that cartilage biochemistry is 
subject to alterations based on loading 
conditions. Furthermore, the return to 
baseline levels in T1ρ relaxation times following return to normal loading behavior is promising as this 
suggests that detrimental changes in cartilage biochemistry are potentially reversible given specific loading 
conditions. Interestingly, little to no changes were observed in the non-weight-bearing regions (TRO and 
PAT). Continuation of this research will investigate T2 

 

relaxation times as well as the contralateral knee 
cartilage which may show signs of overloading. 

SPONSOR: National Space Biomedical Research Institute, NIH R01: AG17762. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: None. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Thanks to Eric Han (GE Healthcare) for pulse sequence development help.  
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PATELLOFEMORAL FRICTION SYNDROME: MRI CORRELATION OF 
MORPHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CARTILAGE IMAGING 

 
Ty K. Subhawong, Avneesh Chhabra, John A. Carrino 

Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, Johns Hopkins Medical 
Institutions, Baltimore, MD, USA. 
 
INTRODUCTION: Patellofemoral friction syndrome (PFS) associated with patellar 
malalignment has been described in MRIs of patients with anterior knee pain demonstrating 
edema-like signal within the superolateral infrapatellar (Hoffa) fat pad.  Cartilage damage 
associated with this finding, however, has not been previously evaluated. 
 
 OBJECTIVE: We hypothesized that edema in the superolateral Hoffa fat pad would be 
associated with biochemical MRI changes in the lateral patellofemoral contact zone that may 
reflect early OA.   
 
METHODS: In this retrospective study of 22 patients, 10 patients with 11 exams demonstrating 
superolateral Hoffa's edema (cases) were compared with a group of age and gender-matched 
controls. 3T MRI was performed including multi-echo turbo-spin echo T2 (TR = 1650 ms, TE = 
12.9. 25.8, 38.7, 51.6, 64.5, and 77.4 ms).  Bulk cartilage T2 maps were measured in the lateral 
patella, lateral trochlea, and central aspect of the lateral and medial femoral condyles.  Regional 
T2 maps were measured in contact and non-contact areas of the lateral patellofemoral joint.  
Whole-Organ Magnetic Resonance Imaging Score (WORMS) was applied to the patellofemoral 
compartment, and lateral and medial femur.  WORMS and T2 map values were compared 
between cases and controls using the t-test. 
 
RESULTS:  There was no significant difference between cases and controls in WORMS scoring 
or bulk T2 cartilage values.  However, cases showed significantly higher T2 values in contact 
area patellar cartilage versus controls (73.7 vs 46.9 ms, p = 0.047), while the difference in 
trochlear contact area T2 did not reach statistical significance (55.6 vs 45.2 ms, p = 0.082). 
 
CONCLUSION:  T2 mapping in patients with PFS demonstrates focal biochemical 
abnormalities of patellar cartilage, which may represent early chondromalacia (softening), 
possibly related to altered contact pressures from maltracking. These findings should be 
correlated with dynamic-kinematic imaging for maltracking, and validated with longitudinal 
cohorts. 
 

SUPPORT: NIH grant number 1T32EB006351 
The authors have no conflicts of interest to disclose. 
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AUTOMATED ATLAS-BASED STANDARDIZED QUANTIFICATION OF CARTILAGE 
THICKNESS MAPS: DATA FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE  

 
*&**&*** Tamez-Peña J.G., **&*** González P.C., ***Schreyer E, ***Farber, J, ***

 
Totterman, S. 

* Escuela de Medicina, ITESM, Monterrey, NL, México, ** IMITEK, Monterrey, NL, México 
*** QMetrics, Rochester, NY, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: MRI traditionally has been used to quantify articular cartilage volume and average thickness in 
OA subjects. However, population variability and differences in the location of cartilage defects limit the ability of 
these simple cartilage metrics to stage the severity and progression of OA. A novel approach to evaluate articular 
cartilage makes use of a standard reference atlas: OA subjects’ data are compared point by point to the reference 
atlas. This advanced image analysis technique potentially establishes surrogated biomarkers that can be used to 
detect and follow OA. 
OBJECTIVE: To use an automated, atlas-based image analysis methodology to: 1) Provide accurate image 
quantification of cartilage thickness in all subjects in the atlas space; 2) To compare our quantitative results with KL 
scores and plain radiographic evaluation. 
METHODS:  The baseline, 12 month and 24 month DESS sagittal MRI knee images of 133 subjects from the OAI 
progression cohort releases: 0.C.2, 1.C2, 3.C.1 were automatically segmented to extract the articular cartilage using 
an atlas based segmentation algorithm. The segmentations then were evaluated for quality; 4 subjects removed due 
to large segmentations errors. Using the atlas deformations 3D map, all cartilage thicknesses were mapped back to 
the atlas space and were compared point by point to the atlas cartilage thicknesses. Differences in cartilage thickness 
between the atlas and each subject were statistically described by mean, variance and percentiles of thickness 
distribution values for cMF, cLF, MT, LT, F, T, medial WB (MWB), lateral WB (LWB) and the entire tibia femoral 
joint (TF). A linear regression model adjusted for subject height was used to compare paired KL scores, JSN scores 
and average joint space width to the thickness measurements of the 133 subjects (Radiological data was provided by 
the OAI).  
RESULTS: Table 1 shows the results of the quantitative analysis. 
Table 1. The average value, the standard deviation and the average of the values lower than the 5% percentil were compared to 
the paired KL scores, the medal JSN OARSI score and the average medial joint space width (JSW).  
* inidcates adjused correlations coeffcients statistically different from zero (p<0.05). 

Measurement Population Statistics cMF cLF MT LT F T MWB LWB TF 

Thickness 
Map Average 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) 0.19 0.42 -0.05 0.09 0.32 0.01 0.07 0.26 0.33 
STD (mm) 0.33 0.22 0.25 0.30 0.21 0.23 0.27 0.21 0.39 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.36* 0.19 0.30* 0.11 0.20* 0.22* 0.35* 0.07 0.17 
Medial JSN Score 0.22* 0.21* 0.20* 0.08 0.16 0.15 0.22* 0.15 0.17 

Average JSW 0.43* 0.07 0.34* 0.07 0.20* 0.28* 0.42* 0.11 0.28* 

Thickness 
Map 

Standard 
Deviation 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.58 0.62 0.15 0.49 0.54 0.78 
STD (mm) 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.07 0.12 0.10 0.21 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.65* 0.10 0.57* 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.66* 0.06 0.12 
Medial JSN Score 0.47* 0.07 0.48* 0.11 0.13 0.05 0.51* 0.07 0.14 

Average JSW 0.38* 0.17* 0.40* 0.20* 0.11 0.10 0.42* 0.21* 0.10 

Average of  
5% percentile 
on thickness 
distribution 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) -0.82 -0.48 -0.98 -1.14 -0.72 -1.20 -0.90 -0.81 -1.93 
STD (mm) 0.58 0.24 0.45 0.52 0.33 0.43 0.46 0.31 0.63 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.62* 0.23* 0.49* 0.15 0.48* 0.30* 0.62* 0.10 0.44* 
Medial JSN Score 0.36* 0.21* 0.33* 0.14 0.23* 0.14 0.38* 0.05 0.23* 

Average JSW 0.45* 0.12 0.41* 0.12 0.38* 0.21* 0.48* 0.08 0.34* 
CONCLUSION: The atlas based measurements provided at least 8 MRI-Altas-based metrics that moderately 
correlated with the radiological severity of OA (0.66≥r≥0.40) as measured by KL scores. The MRI-Atlas 
measurements also correlated with the medial JSN OARSI scores and with the JSW (r≤0.48). Even with this small 
sample size the results are encouraging, and indicate the potential of atlas-based measurements for diagnosing, 
staging and evaluating progression of OA. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: José Tamez-Peña is co-founder of QMetrics and IMITEK. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: OAI is to be thanked for all the imaging and radiological data. 
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AUTOMATED MRI ATLAS-BASED STANDARDIZED QUANTIFICATION OF SUBCHONDRAL 

BONE PLATE CURVATURE: DATA FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE 
 

*&**&*** Tamez-Peña J.G., **&***González P.C., ***Schreyer E, ***Farber, J, ***

 
Totterman, S. 

* Escuela de Medicina, ITESM, Monterrey, NL, México, ** IMITEK, Monterrey, NL, México 
*** QMetrics, Rochester, NY, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Bone remodeling in osteoarthritis (OA) changes the shape of articulating bone surfaces. This 
phenomenon has been demonstrated in plain films and more recently in MRI studies, where novel measurements 
such as subchondral bone plate curvature have been introduced. There are, however, very few attempts to establish 
their association to traditional plain radiographic measurements. 
OBJECTIVE: To assess the association of an automated MRI-Atlas-based standardized quantification of bone 
curvature to traditional X-Ray based measurements. 
METHODS: The baseline, 12 month and 24 month DESS sagittal MRI knee images of 133 subjects from the OAI 
progression cohort releases: 0.C.2, 1.C2, 3.C.1 were automatically segmented to extract the cartilage plates and 
bones using an automated atlas segmentation algorithm. Once segmented, all the segmentations were evaluated for 
quality; 4 subjects had to be removed due to large segmentations errors. Using the atlas deformations 3D map, the 
subchondral bone curvatures were mapped back to the anatomic atlas space and were compared point by point to the 
atlas subchondral bone curvatures. Differences in the atlas and the subject curvatures’ values were statistically 
described by mean, variance and percentiles of curvature values for cMF, cLF, MT, LT, F, T, medial WB, lateral 
WB, and the entire tibia femoral joint (TF). A linear regression model adjusted for subject height was used to 
compare the paired KL scores, the JSN OARSI scores, and the average joint space width to the curvature 
measurements of the 133 subjects. The radiological data was provided by the OAI site (http://www.oai.ucsf.edu). 
RESULTS: Table 1 shows the results of the quantitative analysis. 
 
Table 1. The average value, the standard deviation and the average curvature of the values higher than the 95% percentil were 
compared to the paired KL scores, the medal JSN OARSI score and the average medial joint space width (JSW). * inidcates 
adjused correlations coeffcients statistically different from zero (p<0.05) 

Measurement  Population Stats cMF cLF MT LT F T MWB LWB TF 

Plate Curvature 
Average 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06 
STD (mm) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.49* 0.15 0.22* 0.05 0.40* 0.22* 0.39* 0.04 0.29* 
Medial JSN Score 0.25* 0.15 0.14 0.08 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.09 

Average JSW 0.26* 0.08 0.21* 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.30* 0.07 0.15 

Plate Curvature 
Standard 
Deviation 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.18 
STD (mm) 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.48* 0.08 0.37* 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.44* 0.11 0.10 
Medial JSN Score 0.20* 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.18 0.10 0.13 

Average JSW 0.35* 0.10 0.27* 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.34* 0.09 0.12 

Average of top 
95% Percentile of 

the plate 
curvature values 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Average (mm) 0.13 0.12 0.23 0.26 0.13 0.26 -0.07 -0.07 -0.15 
STD (mm) 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.02 

Model 
Correlation 

KL 0.48* 0.13 0.24* 0.07 0.36* 0.22* 0.40* 0.05 0.28* 
Medial JSN Score 0.29* 0.18 0.10 0.08 0.15 0.11 0.15 0.02 0.08 

Average JSW 0.30* 0.10 0.20* 0.05 0.23* 0.06 0.34* 0.04 0.16 
 
CONCLUSION: The Atlas-based curvature measurements generated at least 6 MRI-Atlas-based metrics that 
associate moderately to the radiological severity of OA (0.49≥r>0.40) as measured by KL scores and correlate 
weakly to the medial JSN OARSI scores and to the JSW (r<0.34). This result provides supporting evidence that 
subchondral bone curvature is a potential marker to stage the severity of OA. 
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DETECTION OF EARLY CHANGES IN SUBCHONDRAL BONE PLATE CURVATURE IN 
OA: DATA FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE 

 
*&**&*** Tamez-Peña J.G., **&**González P.C., ***Schreyer E, ***Farber, J, ***

 
Totterman, S. 

* Escuela de Medicina, ITESM, Monterrey, NL, México ** IMITEK, Monterrey, NL, México 
***

 
 QMetrics, Rochester, NY, USA 

INTRODUCTION: Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by changes in all structures in an involved joint, 
including articular cartilage, menisci, subchondral bone, and subchondral bone plate, (SCBP).  
Understanding the evolution and interplay of these changes would provide an understanding of the 
pathophysiology of OA and help establish the efficacy of therapies aimed at preventing, halting or 
reversing structural damage. Although most research into OA has focused on the articular cartilage, there is 
increasing evidence of the significant role of SCBP changes in the disease progression. 
OBJECTIVE:  To evaluate the rate of change and the sensitivity of atlas-based standardized measures of 
SCBP’s curvature in subjects with OA symptoms but no plain radiographic evidence of OA.  
METHODS: The baseline, 12 month and 24 month sagittal 3D DESS WE MRI knee images of 133 
subjects from the OAI progression cohort releases: 0.C.2, 1.C2, 3.C.1 were segmented into bone and 
cartilage using a fully automated atlas-based segmentation algorithm. Once segmented, all the 
segmentations were evaluated for quality and four subjects were removed due to large segmentations 
errors. Using the atlas deformations 3D map, the subchondral bone plate shapes’ curvatures were mapped 
back to the reference atlas space and were compared point by point to the corresponding curvatures in the 
atlas. Once all curvatures measurements were mapped on the atlas space they were compared to the 
baseline measurement doing a point by point subtraction. Changes in curvature values from baseline were 
statistically described by mean, variance and percentiles of changes for each subject. The quantification 
was done on the cMF, cLF, MT, T, F and the entire tibio-femoral joint (TF). The paired KL scores of the 
133 subjects provided by the OAI site (http://www.oai.ucsf.edu) were used to identify the subjects with no 
radiological evidence of OA (KL< 2). The longitudinal data was analyzed using generalized least squares 
adjusted to JSN score and height with a covariance structure grouped by subject and time as continuous 
covariate. Furthermore, the proportion of subjects that changed curvature metrics from 12 month to the 24 
month was reported. 
RESULTS: From the 133 analyzed subjects, 18 subjects meet the analysis criteria (KL<2). Table 1 shows 
the results of the quantitative analysis of change in curvature. 
Table 1. The annualized change, the standard devition of the residuals, the annualized standard response of the mean 
(SRM) and the proportion of subjects that changed measurement from the 12 month to the 24 month.  
* statistically diferent from zero (p<0.05). **

Measurement 
 statistically diferent from 0.5 (p<0.05) 

Population Stats cMF cLF MT LT F T TF 
Average 

Curvature 
Change 

Annual Change(SD) 0.000(0.003) -0.001(0.004) 0.007(0.014) 0.001(0.011) 0.000(0.002) 0.004(0.010) 0.005(0.010) 
Annual SRM 0.03 -0.38 0.50 0.11 0.08 0.45 0.47 
Proportion 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

SD of 
Change in 
curvature 

Annual Change(SD) 0.003(0.009) 0.002(0.010) *0.010(0.011) *0.006(0.014) 0.002(0.019) 0.010(0.025) 0.012(0.035) 
Annual SRM 0.34 0.17 0.90 0.40 0.11 0.40 0.35 
Proportion 0.56 0.56 0.78** 0.72** 0.56 0.61 0.61 

Top 95%  
Percentile of 

change 

Annual Change(SD) 0.005(0.014) 0.004(0.024) *0.043(0.045) 0.023(0.041) 0.009(0.017) *0.034(0.041) *0.042(0.051) 
Annual SRM 0.34 0.17 0.95 0.57 0.51 0.83 0.82 
Proportion 0.56 0.61 0.56 0.61* 0.78 0.61 0.67 

 5% Tails 
Percentile 
Distance 

Annual Change(SD) 0.014(0.032) *0.013(0.011) 0.008(0.032) *0.010(0.013) 0.003(0.005) 0.034(0.041) *0.052(0.081) 
Annual SRM 0.44 1.15 0.26 0.78 0.57 0.83 0.65 
Proportion 0.56 0.78** 0.50 0.83** 0.56 0.61 0.78** 

CONCLUSION: The results of this pilot study demonstrate statistically significant changes in the 
subchondral bone plate curvature in subjects with clinical symptoms but no plain radiographic evidence of 
OA.  The large annual SRM (>0.8) observed at some biomarkers suggests that small clinical trials can be 
used to test the efficacy of physical or pharmaceutical therapies aimed at preventing, halting or reversing 
the subchondral bone changes associated with OA.  
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MICRO-IMAGING OF WORN COMPONENTS FROM TOTAL JOINT REPLACEMENT 
 
*Teeter M.G., *,**Naudie D.D.R., *McErlain D.D., ***Brandt J.M., *Yuan X., **MacDonald S.J., 
*Holdsworth D.W. 
 
* Robarts Research Institute, London, Canada & University of Western Ontario, London, Canada 
** London Health Sciences Centre – University Hospital, London, Canada  
*** Concordia Joint Replacement Group, Winnipeg, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Total knee arthroplasty is associated with excellent long-term outcomes in many 
patients. Its longevity can be limited, however, by wear of the polyethylene component, leading to 
osteolysis and failure of the implant. Assessment of worn components (retrieved from patients or a wear 
simulator) is key for understanding wear and developing new implants. Unfortunately, current laboratory 
wear assessment methods have low quantitative resolution (coordinate mapping), do not differentiate 
articular from backside wear (gravimetric analysis), or do not provide any quantitative data (visual 
scoring). Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) is a non-destructive, high-resolution imaging technique 
that can provide geometric and volumetric information that may be suitable for the assessment of wear in 
these components. 
 
OBJECTIVE: The specific objectives of this study were to determine (1) the accuracy of micro-CT volume 
measurements against gold-standard gravimetric analysis; (2) the precision of the micro-CT volume 
measurements; and (3) the feasibility of constructing quantifiable three-dimensional surface deviation maps 
using the micro-CT-derived insert surface geometry. 
 
METHODS: Six unworn and six wear-simulated Anatomic Modular Knee (DePuy Inc, Warsaw, IN) tibial 
inserts were evaluated. Each insert was scanned three times using micro-CT at a resolution of 50 µm. The 
insert surface was reconstructed for each scan through automatic segmentation and the insert volume was 
calculated. Precision was determined from the coefficient of variation in the volumes of the repeated scans. 
Gravimetric analysis was also performed for all inserts, and the micro-CT and gravimetric volumes were 
compared to determine accuracy using a paired T-test and Pearson correlation. The utility of surface 
deviation maps derived from micro-CT was demonstrated by co-registering a worn and unworn insert. 3D 
deviations were measured continuously across the insert, including the articular and backside surfaces. 
 
RESULTS: The micro-CT volume of unworn inserts was 20,588 ± 70 mm3 versus 20,579 ± 63 mm3 from 
gravimetric analysis (P = 0.24, R2 = 0.95). The micro-CT volume of worn inserts was 20,491 ± 99 mm3 
versus 20,484 ± 100 mm3 from gravimetric analysis (P = 0.13, R2

 

 = 0.99). Micro-CT precision was 0.07%. 
The surface deviation map of one worn insert was easily constructed, and revealed articular surface 
deviations of 0.075 to 0.696 mm and backside surface deviations of 0.075 to 0.345 mm.  

CONCLUSION: Micro-CT provides precise and accurate volumetric measurements of polyethylene tibial 
inserts. Quantifiable 3D articular and backside surface deviation maps can be created from the detailed 
geometry provided by the technique. Compared to coordinate mapping, micro-CT provides 10 times greater 
surface sampling resolution (50 µm vs 500 µm) across the entire insert surface. Micro-CT is a useful 
analysis tool for wear simulator and retrieval studies of the polyethylene components used in total joint 
replacement. The geometry obtained from the technique can also be used in finite element analysis and 
computer simulations of wear. In the longer term, it may be possible to combine insert geometry derived 
from micro-CT with patient imaging techniques such as CT or radiostereometric analysis to more 
accurately measure wear in vivo.   
 
SPONSOR: Canadian Institutes of Health Research (#MOP-89852). 
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AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR DETECTING DIFFERENCES IN LONGITUDINAL CARTILAGE 
THICKNESS CHANGE BETWEEN STUDY POPULATIONS USING SPATIAL POINT CHANGE: 
DATA FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE 
 
*Buck R.J., **Dardzinski, B., **Beals, C., ***Riek, J., **Evelhoch, J. 
 
* StatAnswers Consulting LLC, San Diego, CA, USA 
** Merck Research Laboratories, West Point, PA, USA 
***VirtualScopics, Rochester, NY, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION:  Change in cartilage thickness is assumed to be localized and vary between individuals. 
To remove spatial variation in location of OA-related change between subjects from the analysis, order 
statistics are derived from observed spatial point changes in cartilage thickness for each subject-region. 
Tests of the mean of a subset of the order statistics are used to detect differences in cartilage thickness 
change between Kellgren-Lawrence grades (KLG) and compare the sensitivity of the average of the 
smallest (or largest) order statistics to the average over the entire subject-region. 
 
OBJECTIVE:  Introduce an alternative method for detecting differences in longitudinal change in cartilage 
between two study populations.  
 
METHODS:  Change in cartilage thickness at 1 yr in 150 subjects (7 KLG0, 9 KLG1, 47 KLG2, 68 KLG3 
and 19 KLG4) from the OAI was measured at thousands of uniformly spaced points in the medial and 
lateral tibial plates.  Order statistics of the change values were generated for each cartilage plate after 
correcting for segmentation bias and summaries, Mf(X), were generated by averaging a subset of size f of 
the smallest (largest) order statistics within a plate. Mf(X) was used to test for differences in cartilage 
thickness change between subjects with different KLG. Differences in cartilage thinning (thickening) were 
assessed by computing Mf(X) for the 100f% smallest (largest) change order statistics. The size of the 
subset, f, of order statistics included in Mf(X) was varied to examine the effect on results. Note that M1(X) 
is equivalent to the average of the entire plate.  Four hypotheses, KLGn vs. KLG≤1, n = 2, 3, 4, and KLG3 
vs. KLG2 were examined for differences in cartilage thinning or thickening in each cartilage plate.  
 
RESULTS:  Differences between KLGs in cartilage change were not significant, p-value > 0.1, when 
M1(X) was used in tests, but 4 tests with Mf(X) and f < 1had p-values < 0.01. These significant tests found 
increased thinning and thickening in KLG4 subjects compared to KLG≤1and KLG3 compared to KLG2 for 
the medial tibial plate.  
 
CONCLUSION:  Empirical results indicated Mf(X) was more sensitive in testing for differences between 
KLG when f < 1 rather than f = 1, which is equivalent to average of entire plate, and the spatial locations 
used to compute Mf(X) for given f appear to map back to meaningful anatomical clusters within subject-
regions.  Several hypotheses may explain why thinning and thickening could be observed in the 
comparison of the same KLG groups.  1)  The same individual(s) may undergo thinning and thickening in 
the same plate.  2)  Different individuals may undergo thinning and thickening in the same plate.  3)  
Groups may have different measurement errors.  While further study is needed to fully interpret the results, 
they do show the proposed metric Mf(X) when f < 1may be more sensitive in many statistical testing 
situations expected in a clinical trial.   
 
SPONSOR:  Abstract Study:  Merck Research Laboratories, OAI: National Institutes of Health, Merck 
Research Laboratories, Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation, GlaxoSmithKline; and Pfizer, Inc. 
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THE USE OF MAGNETISATION TRANSFER CONTRAST IN IMAGING BONE MARROW 
OEDEMA IN PATIENTS WITH ARTHRITIS. 
 
*Burnett C, **Siddle H, **Halstead J, *Evans R, **Wenham C, **Redmond A, **Conaghan P, 
**Hodgson R. 
 
*LMBRU, Chapel Allerton Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom 
** Leeds Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom 
 
INTRODUCTION: Bone marrow oedema in OA is believed to correspond to histological inflammation and 
fibrosis. It is typically assessed semi quantitatively using T2 fat saturated (FS) and T1 weighted images. 
Magnetisation Transfer (MT) is used in MRI to improve image contrast and to provide quantitative 
measurement (MT Ratio, MTR) of interactions between water and macromolecules such as collagen (1). 
MT might therefore be expected to be increased in the presence of cellular infiltration and fibrosis in bone 
marrow oedema. 
 
OBJECTIVE: The aim of this work was to investigate whether: 
(i) Magnetisation transfer improves contrast of oedematous bone on T1 weighted images. 
(ii) Magnetisation transfer is greater in oedematous bone than normal bone. 
 
METHODS: 34 patients with arthritis (11 RA, 23 OA) and foot or knee symptoms were studied using 3T 
MRI. Conventional T2 FS images were acquired together with T1 weighted SPGR images with and without 
MT. Areas of oedematous and non-oedematous bone marrow ~5 mm in diameter were identified on T2 FS 
images. Signal intensity measurements from the same ROI’s were measured from the SPGR images to 
calculate: (i) MTR and MT difference of oedematous and non-oedematous bone and (ii) contrast between 
oedematous and non oedematous bone. 
 
RESULTS: MTR was significantly higher in oedematous bone when compared to non-oedematous bone 
(p=0.002). This was true for both OA (p=0.006) and RA (0.002). MT difference was also significantly 
higher in oedematous bone (p=0.007). The contrast of oedematous bone was significantly greater on T1W 
images with MT than those without MT (p=0.001). 

                                      
Fig1: T2 FS image                                               Fig2: MTR image       
                                                                                      
CONCLUSION: MT improves contrast on T1 weighted images and provides additional quantitative 
information about bone marrow oedema. The increased MT in oedematous bone is in keeping with recent 
studies showing increased cellularity and fibrosis in oedematous bone rather than increased fluid content 
alone (2,3). MTR may provide a straightforward way of quantifying these changes in the bone marrow. 
 
REFERENCES: (1) Henkelman R M, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 29:758-766 (1993). (2) Dalbeth N 
et al, Ann Rheum Dis. 2009 Feb; 68 (2):279-82. (3) Thiryayi WA et al, European Journal of Radiology; 
67(2008)62-67. 
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MRI OF ARTICULAR JOINTS AT 0.2T – AN EX VIVO STUDY COMPARING SEQUENCES 
 
*Dunn J.F., *King A.J., **Tyson R. 
 
*University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada 
** National Research Council of Canada (NRC) - Institute for Biodiagnostics (West), Calgary, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Low-field MRI’s are low-cost and can be constructed with an open-concept 
configuration.  Open-concept MRI’s can be built for specific purposes such as imaging standing subjects.  
However, there is little information in the literature about the relative advantages of different sequences, 
especially relatively novel sequences such as DEFT and SSFP, for imaging the soft tissue in joints at low 
field.  
 
OBJECTIVES: 1) To obtain preliminary data on the relative qualitative advantages of several sequences 
for imaging soft tissue structures of the knee at low field.  2) To generate discussion on how to obtain rapid 
images with high resolution and good anatomical definition at low field. 
 
METHODS: A 0.2T permanent MRI and a two turn solenoid coil (13.9 cm internal diameter, 16.5 cm outer 
diameter, 7.5 cm between rings, 11 cm in length) were designed and constructed by the NRC Institute for 
Biodiagnostics. These were used to image ex vivo, room temperature, bovine stifles (homologous to human 
knees). Sequences included multislice spin echo (2D SE), 3D gradient echo (3D GE), 3D driven 
equilibrium Fourier transform (3D DEFT), and a 3D unbalanced steady state free precession (3D SSFP – 
FID).  Voxel resolution was 1.04 – 0.78 mm in plane with a 2.2mm slice thickness for 3D sequences and 3 
mm slice thickness for 2D sequences.  Images were viewed in sagittal section using Marevisi (NRC).  
Image slices acquired using the different sequences were coregistered and qualitatively compared to assess 
imaging of the cruciate ligament, meniscus and cartilage. 
 
RESULTS: Cartilage, meniscus and the cruciate ligaments were readily observed in multislice 2D SE, 3D 
GE and 3D DEFT images. The SSFP – FID sequence had a significantly shorter acquisition time than the 
other sequences (4 min 7 sec and 5 min 35 sec for SSFP – FID vs. greater than 12½ minutes for 2D SE, 3D 
GE and 3D DEFT).  The meniscus was visible in all SSFP – FID sequences and, by manipulating the 
sequence parameters, either the cartilage or cruciate ligaments were also clearly visible.  Because of 
gradient limitations, 3D sequences provided better in-slice resolution than 2D sequences (2.2 mm down to 
0.75mm for 3D SSFP - FID vs. 3 mm for 2D SE).  
 
CONCLUSION: Low-field MRI has inherently lower signal to noise ratios than standard clinical or 
research systems.  However, low-field MRI has certain advantages, such as its relatively low cost and 
potential open configuration, and has been in clinical use for many years. Although there is significant 
clinical experience in optimizing contrast, there is little information in the low-field literature comparing 
steady state sequences and DEFT with more standard spin echo and gradient echo methods.  This is 
significant given that T1 and T2 are different at low field than at high field; high field comparisons between 
these sequences might not hold at low field.  In this study, we were able to achieve good joint anatomy in 
12 minutes with spin echo-based sequences including DEFT.  Twelve minutes is too long for standing MRI 
and standard clinical MRI investigations.  SSFP – FID sequences showed good definition in less than 6 
minutes, and allowed visualization of gross knee morphology.  With further refinement of the parameters, 
we hope to image all the soft tissues of the knee in one SSFP scan.  By understanding the relative strengths 
of SSFP, and its unique T2/T1-weighted contrast, we will better understand which questions can be 
addressed by these quick SSFP sequences, and which are better answered by sequences with longer scan 
times. 
 
SPONSOR: Alberta Innovates, Health Solutions team grant # RT 716221, Western Economic 
Diversification 
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QUANTIFICATION OF JOINT SPACE NARROWING IN OA HANDS USING SEMI 
AUTOMATED SEGMENTATION SOFTWARE: ANALYSIS OF RADIOGRAPHS FROM THE 
OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE (OAI) 
 
*Iranpour-Boroujeni T, **McAlindon T, *Duryea  J 

 

*Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, USA  
**Tufts Medical Center, Boston, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION: Osteoarthritis (OA) of the hand causes damage to the interarticular cartilage, which 
is observed on a radiograph as a decrease in joint space width (JSW).  
 
OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to validate a quantitative software assessment tool for 
radiographic JSW by measuring differences between OA and normal populations. 

 
METHODS:  The study used 100 randomly selected 
baseline hand radiographs from the Osteoarthritis Initiative 
(OAI).  Fifty subjects (25 male, 25 female, average age of 
61.8 years) with no reported pain or diagnosis of OA, were 
defined as normal, and 50 subjects (25 male, 25 female, 
average age of 62.4 years) with a reported physician 
diagnosis of OA, were defined as diseased.  A semi-
automated software tool was used to quantify JSW in the 
MCP, PIP, and DIP joints of digits 2 to 5.  JSW was 
measured in a central region of width equal to half the 
distance between the outer margins of the base of the 
phalanx .  This region was separated into 5 equally spaced 
areas as shown in Figure 1.  The software provided a 
measure of JSW in each region (JSW1, JSW2, JSW3, 
JSW4, JSW5), and a measure of central JSW defined as 
JSWc = (JSW2+ JSW3+ JSW4)/3   Measures of joint 
asymmetry were defined as JSWas1 = |JSW1-
JSW5|/(JSW1+JSW5) and JSWas2 = |JSW2-
JSW4|/(JSW2+JSW2).  Due to anatomical considerations, 
JSW1, JSW5, and JSWas1 could not be measured consistently for the MCP joint.  Statistical analysis 
was performed for each joint type and the p-value from a Students T-Test was used to quantify the 
difference between the normal and diseased groups.  The readings were performed blinded to disease 
state. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Example of JSW 
software measurements.. 

 

 
RESULTS:    The results are given in Table 1.  Significant differences (p < 0.05) were observed for all 
three joint types.  JSW1 and JSW5 were the most discriminating measures for the PIP and DIP joints, 
while JSW3 and JSW4 were optimal for the MCP. Measures of joint asymmetry and central JSW were less 
discriminating than the raw JSW.   
 
Table 1.  P-values for the difference between the OA and normal subjects. 
 JSW1 JSW2 JSW3 JSW4 JSW5 JSWc JSWas1 JSWas2 
MCP n.a. 0.083 0.028 0.022 n.a. 0.032 n.a. 0.029 
PIP 0.001 0.031 0.046 0.035 0.002 0.028 0.041 0.004 
DIP 0.001 0.015 0.024 0.060 0.017 0.025 0.100 0.839 
   
 
CONCLUSION: This quantitative measure of JSW appears to have a high level of discriminant 
validity for hand OA. The observations that all joint types were predictive (including MCPs), and that 
raw JSW was more predictive that joint asymmetry, suggest that hand OA may have a basis in 
generalized cartilage loss.  
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VISUALIZATION OF 3D ELBOW KINEMATICS USING RECONSTRUCTED SURFACES 
 

*Lalone E.A., **McDonald C.P., **Ferreira L.F., ***King G.J., **Johnson J.A.  
 
*University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada 
**Hand and Upper Limb Centre Bioengineering Laboratory, London Ontario, Canada 
*** St. Joseph’s Healthcare, London, ON, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Current techniques for the investigation of elbow stability following injury or surgical 
interventions rely on kinematic descriptors. These descriptors are obtained using tracking systems that measure the 
relative position of bones with respect to a global coordinate system. Typically, the motion pathways of the bones 
are employed to describe the effect of various clinical variables on alignment joint stability.  
 
OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study was to develop a new approach to better visualize joint motion pathways 
that relates the anatomical geometry of the joint, obtained using medical imaging, with the recorded motion of the 
joint.  The clinical aim of this study was to use this approach to investigate the effect of radial head resection and 
subsequent radial head arthroplasty on joint kinematics and elbow stability. Of specific interest, we examined the 
effect of radial head arthroplasty on ulnohumeral joint kinematics.  
 
METHODS: Five fresh-frozen cadaveric specimens were employed. Computed tomography (CT) scans of each 
upper extremity were obtained to create a three-dimensional model of the joint. Simulated active elbow flexion with 
the arm in the valgus gravity loaded position was achieved using an upper arm simulator previously developed in 
our laboratory. Receivers from an electromagnetic tracking device were attached to the humerus and ulna in order to 
record their relative motion. Kinematic data was collected with the radial head intact, radial head resected and 
following placement of metallic radial head implant. A repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to detect 
statistical differences. After testing, each specimen was denuded of all soft tissue and disarticulated. Fiducial 
markers were attached to the humerus and the ulna. The joint was then re-imaged in the CT scanner to obtain a 
volumetric image of each fiducial. Using the kinematic data recorded during simulated motion, and the knowledge 
of the position of each fiducial, a direct visualization of the recorded motion, using the 3D models was obtained. The 
bony position was then compared to the traditional graphical kinematic analysis examining changes in valgus 
angulations throughout the arc of motion.  
 
RESULTS: We observed a close agreement between the kinematic output and the registered bony 3D models 
showing the joint position. Following resection of the radial head, in the valgus dependent position, there was an 
increase in the valgus angulation of the ulna with respect to the humerus (p<0.05). Following radial head 
arthroplasty, the valgus angulation appeared to be similar to that of the intact native radial head (p<0.05). 
 
CONCLUSION: Joint stability and motion pathways are currently investigated using graphical representations of 
kinematic descriptors throughout the arc of motion and between varying degrees of clinical variables. The results of 
this study confirm the findings of other studies investigating the effect of radial head arthroplasty on elbow stability 
using the traditional approach of employing graphical representations of joint motion. However, using this approach, 
the increase in valgus angulation after resection and subsequent decrease in angulation following radial arthroplasty, 
can be readily seen and understood visually in the 3D model of the ulna in all 6 DoF (note that the graphical 
representation is only considering a single degree of freedom). Unlike the traditional graphical approach used to 
investigate elbow stability, this technique allows coupled motion (rotation) of the bones. This is the first study that 
we know of which attempts to register bony anatomy with continuous tracked simulated motion. Future work on this 
technique will be to improve the accuracy of the registration using optical tracking. This technique permits direct 
visualization the relative position of the bones within the joint, hence improving the overall understanding of joint 
motion. 
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AUTOMATED SEGMENTATION OF THE MENISCUS FROM MR IMAGES 
 

*Yin Y., **Anderson D.D., **Williams R.M., *Sonka M. 
 

* Iowa Institute for Biomedical Imaging, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA 
** Dept. of Orthopedics & Rehabilitation, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA 

 
INTRODUCTION: The segmentation of the meniscus from MR images, for the purpose of assessing knee 
joint disease status and/or progression, is an area of active research. The development of a meniscus 
segmentation system that offers automation, robustness, accuracy, and speed is still an open problem. 
 
OBJECTIVE: A fully automated knee meniscus segmentation approach is reported that provides 
quantitative analysis of meniscal volume and surface from OAI 3D sagittal DESS MR images. 
 
METHODS: A meniscal segmentation framework is reported that builds on a previously developed method 
for automated simultaneous segmentation of all six bone and cartilage surfaces of the knee. Once the knee 
joint bones and their cartilage surfaces are segmented in 3D, a candidate volumetric region of possible 
meniscal occurrence is defined using a combination of automatically detected tibial and femoral cartilage 
surface boundaries, automatically identified region of tibia-femur contact, and a priori anatomical 
knowledge. The lateral and medial menisci are identified within this region using a random forest classifier.  
The classifier was trained using the 3D DESS MR image datasets of nine subjects randomly selected from 
the OAI database, for which a trained expert observer provided full 3D meniscal segmentations.  Meniscal 
segmentation accuracy was assessed using Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), sensitivity, and specificity 
analysis of the meniscal volume, performed in these nine knees using a leave-one-out training/ testing 
approach. Surface positioning errors of lateral and medial menisci were assessed in 60 additional knees that 
had been manually segmented. The datasets included images both from the incidence and the progression 
cohorts, to cover a range of OA severity. For performance assessment, the method was executed fully 
automatically, and no interactive editing was allowed. 
 
RESULTS: The segmentation took approximately 90 seconds per knee (once the bone and cartilage 
surfaces had been automatically identified in 3D), using a standard PC. Typical segmentation results are 
given in Figure 1. Meniscal segmentation performance was very good, with DSC, sensitivity, and 
specificity values of 0.80±0.04, 0.79±0.06, and 1.00±0.00, respectively. Mean signed and unsigned 
meniscal surface positioning errors were 0.65±0.20 mm and 0.68±0.20 mm. 

 
      Figure 1. (Left) Volumetric region of possible meniscal occurrence. (Middle) Sample slice from a 3D 
segmentation result. (Right) Typical meniscus segmentation result shown in 3D. 
 
CONCLUSION: A fully automated, fast, and robust 3D meniscal segmentation approach has been 
developed, which starts with automated bone and cartilage segmentation in 3D and offers high 
segmentation accuracy. 
 
SPONSOR: NIH, Grants R01-EB004640, P50-AR055533. 
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QUADRICEPS MUSCLE ATROPHY ACROSS A CLINICAL SPECTRUM OF KNEE 
OSTEOARTHRITIS   
 
*Berger M.J., **McKenzie C.A., ***Chess D.G., **Harper-Little, C., & *,****Doherty T.J. 
 
*Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, The University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada 
**Department of Medical Biophysics, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, The University of 
Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada 
***Hand and Upper Limb Clinic, The University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada 
****Departments of Clinical Neurological Sciences and Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, The 
University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada 
 
INTRODUCTION: Muscle atrophy from disuse or inhibition is a potential mechanism of quadriceps 
muscle weakness in knee OA. The relationship between muscle mass and clinical disease severity has yet to 
be assessed.  
 
OBJECTIVE: 1) To determine whether differences in quadriceps muscle volume exist across a cross-
sectional spectrum of knee OA severity and 2) to examine the potential relationships between quadriceps 
muscle volume, isometric strength and self-reported function.  
 
METHODS: Twenty-nine participants (17 female) with clinical features of knee OA were stratified into 
tertiles representing mild, moderate and severe disease based on responses to WOMAC. Unilateral 
isometric muscle strength (normalized to body mass) was measured with a multi-joint dynamometer. 
Magnetic resonance imaging was performed at 3.0T with an 8-coil knee phased array. 3D axial images 
were acquired with a proton density weighted IDEAL-SPGR chemical shift imaging (FOV: 42-46x21-23 
cm, slice thickness: 4 mm, matrix: 320x160x120, TR: 7.4 ms, echoes: 6, TE, 1.4, 2.1, 2.9, 3.6, 4.4, 5.1 ms, 
flip angle 5°, bandwidth: ± 142.86 kHz). Image analysis was performed on the water only images produced 
by the IDEAL reconstruction. Quadriceps were segmented with a combination of manual and region 
growing techniques using Osirix software. One-way ANOVA was used to assess between-group strength 
and volume differences. Post-hoc Tukey’s Honestly Significant Differences test was used when necessary. 
Pearson correlation coefficients and Spearman rank correlation coefficients were used to describe the 
relationships between study parameters for parametric and non-parametric data, respectively. 
 
RESULTS: Normalized quadriceps strength was reduced by 51% in severe versus mild knee OA (p<0.05). 
Muscle volume (normalized to total leg volume) was reduced 36% in severe and 30% in moderate 
compared to mild knee OA (p<0.05). Significant relationships were observed between normalized muscle 
volume and strength (p<0.0001, r=0.700) and WOMAC function subscale (p<0.0001, r=-0.448). 
 
CONCLUSION: These results indicate that there is a relationship between muscle volume and clinical 
disease severity. Due to the cross-sectional design, it is impossible to state whether an increase in knee OA 
severity results in reduced muscle mass or if loss of muscle mass contributes to progressive severity. 
However, it is clear that interventions designed to increase quadriceps muscle mass and/or prevent atrophy 
at an early stage of knee OA are required.  
 
SPONSOR: none 
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SELECTION OF COMPARABLE ANATOMICAL LOCATIONS OF 
MUSCLE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE MRI DATA 

 
*Dannhauer T., *Wirth W., *Eckstein F. 

 
*Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria & Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany; 
 
INTRODUCTION: Muscle forces and muscle cross sectional areas (CSA) are thought to play an important 
role in the onset and progression of OA. The OA Initiative provides images of muscle cross sectional area 
of both limbs. These images, however, have not been acquired throughout the entire thigh, but at fixed 
distances, starting 10 cm proximally of the distal epiphyseal line of the femur and covering 15 slices of 0.5 
mm (7.5 cm) in proximal direction. These MR images therefore have a variable anatomical location with 
regard to the femur and the thigh muscles in short and tall individuals, respectively. This poses limits on the 
comparability between participants in cross sectional comparisons, which needs to be overcome. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To determine the most proximal muscle CSAs imaged in OAI subjects with various body 
heights and to investigate the possibility of substituting the exact measurements of the femoral length and 
of the position of the epiphyseal line by estimates derived from the participants’ body height and sex. 
 
METHODS: Clinical data (OAI data set 0.2.2), MR images (thigh muscles, OAI data set 0.E.1), and full 
limb X-rays (data set 1.E.1) from 48 OA participants (calculated KL grade 3) were studied: 24 women 
(body height from 151.1 to 180.2 cm) and 24 men (body height from 162.8 to 188.8 cm) with each group 
including subjects from both ends of the body height distribution.The femoral length (distance of the knee 
joint space to the proximal end of the femoral head in the sagittal plane) was determined in all 48 
participants and was related to the body height. The position of the epiphyseal line was measured in the 
MRI scout views for the thigh muscle acquisitions. The location and the number of the most distal and of 
the most proximal slice were then calculated from these measurements. 
 
RESULTS: The relation between the femoral length (F) and the body height (H) was similar for men (min: 
27.5%, max: 31.5%, mean: 29.4%) and women (min: 27.9%, max: 33.8%, mean: 30.0%). Linear regression 
provided the equations F = 0.29 x H mm + 15.7 mm for male (r²= 63%) and F = 0.33 x H mm – 51.93 mm 
for female participants (r²= 57%) as estimates of the femoral length. The epiphyseal line was clearly visible 
in 11 MRI scouts of the 24 men, and in 13 MRI scouts of the 24 women; Its relative position (from distal) 
was between 5.5% and 8.8% (mean 7.2%) of the femoral length in men and between 3.4% and 8.5% 
(mean: 6.0%) of the femoral length in women. The difference was significant (p= 0.031) between sexes. 
Calculation of the most extreme positions of the imaged sections resulted in a range between 29.4% and 
36.7% of the femur (from distal) imaged in all men and a range between 31.1% and 35.7% imaged in all 
women. The most proximal section of the femur that can be compared without excluding participants was 
therefore located at 36.7% of the femur for the male and at 35.7% of the femur for the female participants 
(from distal). Replacing the true length of the femur by an estimation derived from above equation resulted 
in an error between -4.1 and +0.7 slices in male and between -1.5 and +1.6 slices in female participants. 
When using the average position of the epiphysis instead of the exact measurements, the deviation was 
between -1.9 and +1.6 slices for men and between -2.4 and +2.2 slices for women. 
 
CONCLUSION: A comparable section of the femur was imaged in all analyzed men and women despite 
the relatively large differences in body height and femur length. The exact measurement of the femoral 
length and of the epiphyseal line therefore allows the selection of comparable slices for the purpose of 
measuring muscle CSAs regardless of the body height of the participants. Depending on the required 
accuracy, it might also be valid to estimate the femoral length and/or the position of the epiphysis, to avoid 
the exclusion of participants for which the position of the epiphysis can not be measured from the MRI 
scouts, or for which no full limb radiographs are available. When using the respective equation and average 
position of the epiphyseal line, comparable muscle CSAs may also be analyzed without stratifying for sex.  
 
SPONSORS: none 
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EARLY SUBCHONDRAL PLATE THINNING IN DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL CANINE 
MODELS OF OA IS INTRINSIC TO CARTILAGE DEGENERATION WHILE 

TRABECULAR CHANGES ARE RELATED TO UNLOADING. 
 
*Intema F, *Mastbergen S.C., *Marijnissen A.C.A., *Bijlsma J.W.J., **Weinans H., 
***Hazewinkel H.A.W., *Lafeber F.P.J.G. 
 
*Rheumatology & Clinical Immunology, UMC Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands. 
**Orthopaedics, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
***Department of Clinical Sciences of Companion Animals, Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands. 
 
INTRODUCTION: Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative joint disease characterized by 
cartilage degeneration, synovial inflammation, and bone changes. In clinical end stage 
OA subchondral bone scleroses is frequently present, represented by an increased 
volume of trabecular bone and cortical plate. However, in animal models where early 
features of OA are studied, trabecular bone volume and plate thickness decreases. It is 
unclear whether these early changes are intrinsic to the osteoarthritis process and 
independent of the cause of OA induction. Alternatively, they might be caused by a 
change in joint mechanics and are related to kind of model used.  
 
OBJECTIVE: In this study, early bone changes in different canine models of OA are 
evaluated in relation to cartilage changes and mechanical variables. 
 
METHODS: Epi- and metaphyseal bone changes were evaluated by micro-CT in the 
canine bilateral ACLT model (n=6), the bilateral Groove model (n=6) and the unilateral 
ACLT medial meniscectomy model (n=13), after 20, 20 and 12 weeks of OA induction 
respectively. Cartilage damage was evaluated by histology and  proteoglycan content 
levels. In addition, in the two bilateral models hydroxylysylpyridinoline (HP) and 
lysylpyridinoline (LP) levels in urine were evaluated over time as indication of bone 
resorption.  
 
RESULTS: The subchondral plate thickness decreased in both bilateral models, 
reflected by an increased bone resorption shortly after operation. However, trabecular 
bone changes occurred only in the ACLT model and extended to the metaphyseal bone, 
which suggests a causative relation with joint (un)loading. Cartilage damage was similar 
in the bilateral ACLT and Groove model. In the unilateral ACLT medial meniscectomy 
model, cartilage changes were more severe on the medial side, while on the lateral (less 
loaded) side trabecular bone changes were more severe. Interestingly, thinning of the 
subchondral plate was not present on the lateral side, but did accompany the severe 
cartilage degeneration on the medial side. 
    
 

CONCLUSION: These results show that thinning of the subchondral plate is intrinsic to 
the process of cartilage degeneration. The induction of OA seems to disrupt bone 
production locally, either biochemical or biomechanical, which might eventually lead to 
subchondral sclerosis. In addition, trabecular bone volume decreased when joint loading 
is disturbed. The significance of an early decrease of plate thickness and trabecular 
volume in OA development is still unclear.  Previous studies postulated a protective role 
of the softening of bone which results in secondary unloading of cartilage. This concept 
is effectively applied in osteoarthritis treatments like joint distraction and bisphosphonate 
therapy.  
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QUANTIFYING SUBCHONDRAL BONE DENSITY CHANGES FROM CLINICAL CT DATA 
IN OSTEOARTHRITIC ANKLES FOLLOWING JOINT DISTRACTION  

*Thomas T.P., **Intema F., *Anderson D.D., **Lafeber F.P.J.G., 
*Brown T.D., *Amendola A., ***Saltzman C.L. 

*The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, USA 
**Rheumatology & Clinical Immunology, UMC Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands 

***The University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA 

INTRODUCTION: Subchondral bone sclerosis and cyst formation accompany OA development. These 
bony changes alter the joint’s mechanical environment and potentially influence the progression of 
cartilage degeneration. Joint distraction is a treatment for advanced ankle OA that provides pain relief and 
improves joint function, through mechanisms that are not well understood. Bone remodeling associated 
with distraction could directly explain this phenomenon. 

OBJECTIVE: Develop and utilize novel CT image analysis techniques to quantify subchondral bone 
density changes following a period of ankle distraction.  

METHODS: Twenty-six patients with advanced post-traumatic ankle OA were treated with joint 
distraction for three months using an Ilizarov frame. Clinical outcomes were assessed using the ankle OA 
scale (AOS) at regular follow-up intervals up to two years. CT scans were obtained prior to treatment, and 
at one- and two-year follow-ups. The ankle bones were manually segmented at each time point using an 
interactive pen display. Bone surfaces from the follow-up CT segmentations were registered to baseline 
scans for each patient, and the spatially aligned image volumes were subtracted voxel-by-voxel to measure 
changes in bone density. Density changes were assessed in tibial and talar weight-bearing regions covering 
a subchondral patch of nominally 650 mm2, with ~4000 point measurements per surface (~0.17mm2/point). 
Assessments were performed along surface normals, at 1 mm intervals beneath the bone surface and 
extending subchondrally to 8 mm (total of roughly 30,000 sampled point locations for each bone). To test 
longitudinal reproducibility, a patient with two CT scans that had been taken 10 days apart was analyzed 
using the methodology, with the presumption that bone densities did not change over that period. 

Figure 1: (a) Post-distraction reduction in bone density persisted for two 
years. (b) There were also indications of bone cyst mineralization (arrow). 

RESULTS: The reproducibility 
analysis showed an average difference 
in bone density of only 33±28 HU, 
supporting the accuracy of this 
technique. A statistically significa
long-term decrease in pain (mean value 
decreased from 60 to 35, on a scal
100; p<0.01) and improvement in 
function (mean decreased from 67 to 
36; p<0.01) at two years post-trea
was accompanied by changes in bo
density. The initial tibial subchondral 
bone density decreased from 569±14 
HU by 133±17 HU (p<0.01), and the 
talus decreased from 490±19 HU by 
95±17 HU (p<0.01), after one year. These 
density changes persisted two years after treatment (124±16 HU and 88±18 HU, respectively; p<0.01 for 
both) (Fig 1.a). While most of the remodeling corresponded to a decrease in bone density, the density was 
increased in some lower density regions, e.g. cystic areas (Fig 1.b).  
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CONCLUSION: The reported image analysis techniques provide the ability to accurately measure joint 
remodeling from clinical CT data. The observed changes in bone density following joint distraction provide 
a direct explanation for improvements in patient outcome.   

SPONSOR: This study was funded by grants from the NIH/NIAMS (AR048939 and AR055533). 
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SUBCHONDRAL BONE TRABECULAR INTEGRITY PREDICTS AND CHANGES 
CONCURRENTLY WITH RADIOGRAPHIC AND MRI DETERMINED OSTEOARTHRITIS 

PROGRESSION 
 
*Kraus V.B., *Feng S., *Wang S, *White S., *Ainslie M., **Hellio Le Graverand M., ***Brett A., 
****Eckstein F., *Charles H.C. 
 
*Duke University, Durham, NC, USA 
**Pfizer Global Research and Development, Groton, CT, USA 
***Optasia Medical, Manchester, UK 
****Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria & Chondrometrics GmbH, Ainring, Germany 
 
INTRODUCTION: Traditional OA risk factors (age, gender, body mass index, knee pain, and baseline 
JSW) are poor predictors of knee OA progression. Without the aid of such biomarkers, current clinical 
trials often contain only a minority of OA progressors at the end of the study. Thus, a method for 
identifying individuals at risk for progression over 1-3 years could potentially lower trial costs, through the 
requirement of fewer subjects due to increased power, as well as shortening trial duration. 

Recently, in a previous knee OA cohort, we showed that baseline trabecular integrity in the 
subchondral bone of the medial tibial plateau was predictive of medial knee JSN over the ensuing three 
years with 75% predictive power. Bone trabecular integrity (BTI) was determined by analyzing the 
number, spacing, and cross-connectivity of bone trabeculae using fractal signature analysis (FSA). 
 
OBJECTIVE: To validate, in a second independent cohort, subchondral BTI from a baseline x-ray image as 
a predictor of knee OA progression over the ensuing 1-2 years, where predication is based on radiographic 
indices as well as MRI. Another goal of this study was to evaluate whether BTI changes concurrently with 
OA progression based on radiographic and MR indices.  
 
METHODS: Longitudinal (baseline, 12 and 24 months) digital knee x-rays were available from a natural 
history study for 60 female subjects with knee OA and 67 age- and gender-matched individuals 
representing a reference group. OA progression was defined by 12- and 24-month change from radiographs 
in minimal JSW and the inter-bone joint space area (JSA), and change in medial tibial and femoral cartilage 
volume from MRI. The BTI of the subchondral region of the medial tibial plateau was analyzed with a 
commercially available software tool (KneeAnalyzer, Optasia Medical). Statistical analysis of BTI data 
was performed using a method based on modeling the overall shape of the FSA curves. 
 
RESULTS: Baseline BTI of the medial tibial plateau predicted OA progression over 24 months based on 
change in medial knee JSA (p=0.006), change in medial JSW (p=0.03), and change in medial tibial 
cartilage volume. Baseline BTI was also predictive of OA progression over 12 months based on change in 
JSA (p=0.007). In the reference group, there was no significant change in either outcome variable and no 
association with BTI. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves demonstrated 75% predictive capability of 
BTI to predict 30% change in JSA over 24 months. In cross sectional analyses, change in BTI correlated 
with concurrent change in all four measures of OA progression and this was significant for change in JSA 
and medial tibial cartilage volume. 
 
CONCLUSION: We validated BTI as a prognostic marker of knee OA based on radiographic and MR 
determined progression and identified a new radiographic outcome, joint space area (JSA), which may be 
promising as an outcome measure for OA clinical trials. 
 
SPONSOR: National Center for Research Resources NIH, Grants 1UL1 RR024128-01 and NIH MO1-RR-
30; NIH/NIAMS, Grant RO1 AR48769; David H. Murdock; Pfizer, Inc. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: Alan Brett is an employee of Optasia Medical; Marie-Pierre is an employee 
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COMPARISON OF BLOKS AND WORMS SCORING SYSTEMS. LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT 
OF KNEE MRIS FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS AND SUGGESTED PREFERENCES BASED ON 
PERFORMANCE: DATA FROM THE OAI. 

*Felson DT, **Lynch J, *Guermazi A, *Roemer FW, *Niu J, ***McAlindon T, **Nevitt MC  

*Boston University Medical Center, Boston, U.S.A. 
**University of California, San Francisco, U.S.A. 
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INTRODUCTION: There exist two widely used scoring systems for knee MRI in OA. The strengths and 
weaknesses of each in terms of ease of use and association with known risk factors and outcomes are 
unknown. 

OBJECTIVE: To compare WORMS and BLOKS scales using longitudinal MRI and x-ray data. 

METHODS:  In OAI, knee radiographs, long limb films for alignment and MRI’s were acquired at baseline 
and 24 months follow-up. OAI MRI’s from both time-points in knees with OA at risk for progression were 
read paired twice by experienced readers, once using BLOKS and once using WORMS. X-rays were 
scored semiquantitatively for joint space loss and long limb films were measured for alignment. We 
evaluated which of the WORMS or BLOKS cartilage loss scores best correlated with x-ray joint space loss  
and which was best predicted by varus malalignment on long limb films. To examine the validity of BML 
and meniscal scales, we tested which of WORMS or BLOKS baseline scores for BML or meniscus best 
predicted cartilage loss from baseline to 24 months. We evaluated ease of use of each scoring system also. 

RESULTS: Of 113 knees read longitudinally, 33 showed any cartilage loss using BLOKS and 30 using 
WORMS with high agreement between the scales. In the medial compartment, both BLOKS and WORMS 
detected only 42% of the knees with x-ray joint space loss (sensitivity) with similar specificity (88 vs. 
86%).  Varus knees were more likely to be a risk factor for medial cartilage loss in BLOKS (adjOR 5.9 
(95% CI 1.5, 24.0)) than in WORMS (adjOR 2.1 (95% CI 0.7, 6.3)).   

Across the range of scores, meniscal tear scores in BLOKS predicted cartilage loss better for each 
abnormality than did WORMS meniscal tear scores and the meniscal signal abnormality scored in BLOKS 
but not in WORMS, predicted cartilage loss (for signal only, adjOR of cartilage loss 5.9 (95% CI 1.1, 31.6)  

WORMS BML scores, which are based on volume of the subregion occupied by BML, predicted cartilage 
loss more strongly than the BLOKS BML size variable  (WORMS adjOR 5.5 (95% CI 1.2, 25.4) vs. 
BLOKS adjOR 1.9 (95% CI 0.5, 7.2)). BLOKS measures of BML adjacency to subchondral plate and 
percent of BML that is cyst did not affect risk of cartilage loss at all. BLOKS took longer, and was more 
difficult to score longitudinally and to analyze, especially for BML scores. 

CONCLUSION:  BLOKS meniscal score was preferable to WORMS meniscal scale in predicting cartilage 
loss most likely because it includes potentially important pathology missed by WORMS. On the other 
hand, BML scoring in WORMS was preferable in that it better predicted later cartilage loss, was easier to 
score and did not include potentially extraneous measures.  Neither method was definitively better for 
cartilage scoring. 

SPONSOR: NIH AR47785 and AR051568 
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SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE OF KNEE IMAGES DIGITAL ANLYSIS COMPARED TO ALTMAN 
GRADING FOR CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOGRAPHIC PROGRESSION IN EARLY OA (CHECK) 
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F.P.J.G. 
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INTRODUCTION: Grading radiographic OA on an ordinal scale commonly results in a low sensitivity to 
change. Measurement of separate radiographic OA features on a continuous scale using Knee Images 
Digital Analysis (KIDA)1 theoretically enables more precise measurement and greater sensitivity to change. 
Cohort Hip & Cohort Knee (CHECK)2 is a longitudinal cohort enabling evaluation of radiographic 
progression early in OA.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To determine whether in early OA the sensitivity to change was greater by using KIDA than 
by using ordinal grading according to the Altman atlas3.  
 
METHODS: Sensitivity to change was determined by calculation of the smallest detectable difference 
(SDD), which is a measure for the variability of the radiographic procedure and digital analysis. SDD was 
determined for the KIDA measures of the JSN (lateral and medial), osteophyte area (lateral and medial 
femur, lateral and medial tibia), and bone density (BD; lateral femur and medial tibia). Since no repeated 
radiographs were available, subsets of unchanged radiographic pairs from baseline to 2 year follow-up were 
selected based on an Altman grade of 0 at both time points. Radiographic pairs were selected from 1002 
CHECK participants (2004 knees) for the JSN, osteophyte, and BD parameters separately, which resulted 
in 313, 303, and 213 pairs respectively. Since KIDA requires good greyscale quality for BD measurements, 
these were more often missing. Next, of all CHECK participants available baseline and 2 year follow-up 
radiographic pairs were evaluated. The percentage of radiographic pairs with a change on the parameters 
was determined for KIDA, defined as a change larger than the SDD, and for the Altman atlas defined as a 
change of at least one grade. Subsequently, for each parameter radiographic pairs with a change on KIDA 
and/or Altman were evaluated using cross-tabulations.  
 
RESULTS: The SDD was on average 1.8mm for JSN, 3.4mm2 for osteophyte area, and 11.6mmAl 
equivalents for BD parameters. Next, all CHECK baseline and follow-up radiographs were analysed with 
KIDA and Altman grading. Using KIDA, an average increase in OA features was found in 6.4% (JSN), 
7.6% (osteophyte area), and 3.5% (BD) of radiographic pairs. Using Altman, an increase in OA severity 
was found in 7.4% (JSN), 7.5% (osteophyte), and 0.8% (BD) of radiographic pairs. Interestingly, of the 
radiographic pairs with a change, only a small percentage changed both on KIDA and Altman grading, and 
a substantial percentage changed on either KIDA or Altman. E.g. for medial JSN 17% of radiographic pairs 
changed on KIDA and Altman, 38% changed only on KIDA, and 44% changed on Altman only. 
Agreement was 10% for osteophyte, and 0% for BD parameters.  
 
CONCLUSION: Sensitivity to change of KIDA is comparable to Altman grading in participants with early 
OA and relatively short follow-up, despite the fact that KIDA measures on a continuous scale. Importantly, 
KIDA and Altman grading identified different OA progressors. The latter needs thorough evaluation and 
might involve the quality of radiographic procedures leading to non-comparative radiographs over time.  
 
REFERENCES: 1Marijnissen, et al. OA&C. 2008 Feb;16(2):234-243; 2Wesseling, et al. Ann Rheum Dis. 
2009;68(9):1413-1419; 3Altman, et al. OA&C. 2007;15(suppl A):A1-56. 
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COMPARISON OF ONE-YEAR VERSUS TWO-YEAR RATE OF CHANGE AND  
SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE IN REGIONAL CARTILAGE THICKNESS IN OSTEOARTHRITIS 
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INTRODUCTION: Important decisions for the design of clinical trials in OA are the sample size, the participant 
selection criteria, the measurement methodology, and the length of the study period. The ratio between the real 
changes caused by the disease process and the precision errors becomes more favorable with longer study periods, 
but longer study periods are associated with higher costs, higher participant drop-out, and less patent-life for a drug.  
 
OBJECTIVE: To compare femorotibial cartilage thickness changes over two consecutive one-year observation 
periods in knees with radiographic knee osteoarthritis from the OA Initative (OAI). 
 
METHODS: One knee from each of 346 OAI participants was studied at three time points (baseline, year-1 follow-
up, year-2 follow-up, OAI data sets 0.2.2[clinical], 0.E.1, 1.E.1, and 2.E.1 [imaging]): 239 knees using the coronal 
FLASH, and 107 using the sagittal DESS sequence. Both samples were analyzed separately. Annualized change in 
cartilage thickness was assessed after manual segmentation for femorotibial cartilage plates and subregions, with 
blinding to time-points. The standardized response mean (SRM) was used to express the sensitivity to change. The 
magnitude of subregional change in cartilage thickness was sorted in each knee in ascending order and the change in 
the subregion showing the largest decrease was assigned to ordered value 1 (OV1). The smallest detectable change 
(SDC) method was used to identify knees with significant changes in the medial and lateral compartment (MFTC/ 
LFTC). Non-parametric correlation coefficients were calculated between the changes in the two one-year periods. 
 
RESULTS: Annualized mean changes (MC) and SRM for cartilage plates were somewhat higher in the first than in 
the second year for both cohorts (FLASH and DESS, Table 1). Changes in cartilage plates (but not OV1) between 
the two one-year periods were negatively correlated. The SRM over two years was higher than that over one year. 
Change in OV1 was relatively similar in both one-year periods and was only slightly higher for the two-year period 
(Table 1). Analysis of smallest detectable changes revealed, that 15% (FLASH) / 12% (DESS) of the  knees showed 
a rate of change above the SDC threshold in year 1 (MFTC or LFTC) and 19% (FLASH) / 11% (DESS) in year 2. 
However, only 3% (FLASH) /  2% (DESS) of the knees were identified as progressors in both consecutive years.  
 
Table 1: Rate of and sensitivity to change in cartilage thickness in the 1st, the 2nd and over two years in cartilage 
plates and ordered value 1 (MC= mean change in µm, SRM= standardized response mean). 
   FLASH              DESS            
       1st year               2nd year          2 years          1st year           2nd year          2 years    
 MC SRM MC SRM MC SRM MC SRM MC SRM MC SRM 
MT -9 -0.16 -12 -0.21 -20 -0.32 -20 -0.25 -12 -0.13 -30 -0.33 
cMF -22 -0.26 -15 -0.21 -36 -0.33 -30 -0.30 -24 -0.20 -51 -0.37 
LT -17 -0.29 -16 -0.26 -34 -0.43 -25 -0.37 -11 -0.14 -34 -0.38 
cLF -11 -0.16 -6 -0.07 -17 -0.18 -12 -0.16 -4 -0.04 -16 -0.16 
OV 1 -150 -1.22 -169 -1.61 -195 -1.18 -221 -1.64 -228 -1.51 -270 -1.35 
 
CONCLUSION: The rate of change of OV1 was relatively similar over one- and two-year observation periods 
because the specific subregions driving the change in OV1 in the first and second year were not identical in most 
knees (data not shown). This suggests that whereas studies analyzing changes in cartilage plates may profit 
moderately from longer observation periods, trials relying on ordered values as primary endpoint may not. 
 
SPONSOR: Pfizer, Eli Lilly, Merck Serono, Glaxo Smith Kline, OAI-UCSF, Wyeth, Centocor, Novartis 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: See affiliations.  
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EARLY DETECTION OF CHANGES IN ARTICULAR CARTILAGE MORPHOLOGY: DATA 
FROM THE OSTEOARTHRITIS INITIATIVE 

 
*&**&*** Tamez-Peña J.G., **&*** González P.C., ***Schreyer E, ***Farber, J, ***Totterman, S. 

 
* Escuela de Medicina, ITESM, Monterrey, NL, México, ** IMITEK, Monterrey, NL, México 
*** QMetrics, Rochester, NY, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION:  Standard morphometric cartilage parameters of volume and average cartilage thickness have 
shown very low responsiveness to OA progression, which limits their utility for OA clinical trials. However, a novel 
automated atlas based standardized measurement method allows the use of advance image analysis methodologies to 
quantify point by point changes in cartilage thickness. The data from this point by point atlas based process provides 
a more sensitive analysis of OA progression. 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the sensitivity of an atlas based standardized measurement method to detect changes in 
articular cartilage thickness in subjects with OA symptoms but no radiological evidence of OA.  
METHODS: The baseline, 12 month and 24 month DESS sagittal MRI knee images of 133 subjects from the OAI 
progression cohort releases: 0.C.2, 1.C2, 3.C.1 were segmented to bones and articular cartilage using a fully 
automated atlas based segmentation algorithm and a previously developed anatomic atlas. All segmentations were 
evaluated for quality; 4 subjects were removed due to large segmentations errors. Using the atlas deformations 3D 
map, all the cartilage thickness maps were mapped back to the anatomic atlas, and were compared point by point to 
the atlas cartilage thicknesses. After the thickness measurements were mapped onto the atlas space, all cartilage 
measurements were compared to the baseline measurement by a point by point subtraction. The change in thickness 
values from baseline were statistically described by mean, variance and percentiles of thickness change values for 
each subject and for each cartilage plate. The quantification was done on cMF, cLF, MT, LT, F, T, medial WB, 
lateral WB and the entire tibia femoral joint (TF). The paired KL scores of the 133 subjects and the JSN OARSI 
scores provided by the OAI site (http://www.oai.ucsf.edu) were used to identify the subjects with no radiological 
evidence of OA (KL<2). The longitudinal data was analyzed using generalized least squares adjusted to JSN score 
and height with a covariance structure grouped by subject and using time as continuous covariate.  
RESULTS: From the 133 analyzed subjects, 18 subjects met the analysis criteria (KL<2). Table 1 shows the results 
of the quantitative analysis of change. 
Table 1. The annualized change, the standard devition of the residuals, the annualized standard response of the mean (SRM) and 
the proportion of subjects that change measurement from the 12 month to the 24 month visit are shown for the average cartilge 
change, the standard difference of changes, and the average values of the lower 5% percentile of changes are shown for the 
diferent cartilage regions.  

* statistically significant form zero (p<0.05). ** are proportions statistically diferent from 0.5 (p<0.05) 
Measurement Population Stats  cMF cLF MT LT F T MWB LWB TF 

Average 
change 

Annualized Change  0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 
STD (mm) 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.09 

SRM -0.01 -0.16 -0.11 -0.31 -0.15 -0.28 -0.15 -0.52 -0.37 
Proportion 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.72** 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.61 0.56 

STD of 
change 

Annualized Change 0.03 0.01 0.04* 0.05* 0.02 0.00 0.04* 0.03 0.02 
STD (mm) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.19 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.18 

SRM 0.51 0.08 0.70 0.53 0.12 -0.05 0.69 0.43 0.09 
Proportion 0.61 0.50 0.78* 0.72** 0.56 0.61 0.67 0.67 0.56 

5% Percentile 
of change 

Annualized Change -0.07 -0.07 -0.15 -0.26 -0.04 -0.24* -0.12* -0.16* -0.28* 
STD (mm) 0.25 0.28 0.28 0.35 0.18 0.27 0.18 0.22 0.34 

SRM -0.29 -0.27 -0.52 -0.74 -0.22 -0.89 -0.70 -0.74 -0.83 
Proportion 0.67 0.67 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.56 0.83** 0.72** 0.67 

CONCLUSION: Our results show that a significant proportion (74% to 83%) of subjects with frequent knee pain 
and stiffness and KL scores lower than 2 had statistically significant changes in articular cartilage thickness at the 
WB regions. Based on these results subjects with OA symptoms but no radiographic evidence of the OA may be 
staged and monitored for disease progression. The SRM of the mean on the order of 0.8 allows the design of clinical 
trials of reasonable size for this kind of population. 
DICLOSURE STATEMENT: José Tamez-Peña is co-founder of QMetrics and IMITEK. 
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ENRICHING OA STUDY POPULATIONS FOR CARTILAGE THINNING 
 
*Buck R.J., ** Hellio Le Graverand M.P., *****Hunter D.J., ***Kraus V.B., **Nemirovskyi O., **Sunyer T., 
******Vignon E., **Wyman B.T., **** Eckstein F. 
 
*StatAnswers Consulting LLC, San Diego, CA; **Pfizer, Groton, CT & St Louis, MO;  
***Duke University, Durham, NC; 
****Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria & Chondrometrics, Ainring, Germany; 
 *****University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia, ******Univisite Claude Bernard, Lyon, France;  
 
INTRODUCTION:  By identifying inclusion criteria that predicts OA progression the overall number of 
subjects or duration of a trial could be reduced.  The inclusion criteria would ideally increase the frequency 
of progressors and decrease the frequency of non-progressors, while not make enrollment too difficult 
because of a high screen failure rate.  Two algorithms for defining and optimizing inclusion criteria to 
enrich a study for subjects with cartilage thinning, minimum Euclidean distance from ideal receiver 
operator curve and maximum ratio of True to False positives, were examined in this study. The effect of the 
potential inclusion criteria on study enrollment success is also examined.   
 
OBJECTIVE:  Identify baseline characteristics that enhance the capability to identify prospective short-
term longitudinal cartilage thinning in OA subjects. 
 
METHODS:  One knee in each of 75 women displaying signs of medial femorotibial radiographic OA in 
either an anterior-posterior or Lyon Schuss radiograph and a range of symptoms for OA were followed 
over 2 years. Cartilage thickness (ThC) was determined in 8 subregions (5 medial tibial, MT; 3 medial 
femoral, cMF) from 3T MR images (1.0 mm coronal FLASHwe) using custom software (Chondrometrics 
GmbH, Ainring, Germany). OA participants with significant longitudinal cartilage thinning (n = 19), 
thickening (n = 11) or no change (n = 45) in any of the 8 subregions were identified based on comparison 
to the z-distribution of change in a reference knees of age-matched non-OA participants (n = 77).   
Optimal inclusion criteria were constructed from Receiver operator characteristics for each baseline 
measure and the two proposed algorithms. These baseline measures included clinical and radiographic 
status, cartilage morphology and composition, meniscus status (subluxation, height and coverage), and 
biochemical biomarkers from plasma, serum, and urine (normalized to creatinine).  Predictions of study 
enrichment, the relative percentage of subjects with thinning versus no thinning, for optimal inclusion 
criteria and preliminary estimates of the percentage of subjects in the study population are reported for the 
two inclusion algorithms for measures with significant Mann-Whitney tests.  
 
RESULTS:  Several baseline measures predicted significant cartilage thinning versus no thinning, but small 
ThC of cMF and small JSW were the strongest predictors of cartilage thinning.  The odds (thinning versus 
no thinning) improved from 1/3 in the original OA sample to 1.7/1 for optimal inclusion criteria of JSW < 
2.6mm and 1.5/1 if ThC in ccMF < 1.28 mm.  The percent of the original sample meeting these criteria 
were 25% and 33% respectively. The odds could be increased, up to 5 to 1 for ThC in ccMF, if the 
maximum ratio of true to false positives is used to optimize the inclusion criteria, but the percent of original 
population meeting criteria based on this algorithm dropped to 13%.  
 
CONCLUSION:  Statistical association between baseline measures and cartilage thinning did not 
necessarily lead to inclusion criteria that would greatly enrich future studies for subjects with cartilage 
thinning.  Predicted enrichment for progressors was highest for inclusion criteria based on JSW or cartilage 
thickness and may help future studies see up to a 2.5 fold increase in the percentage of subjects with 
cartilage thinning compared to the percentage found for this study.  Any inclusion criteria restricts the pool 
of potential subjects, leading to a more extensive screening process, so the benefits of  inclusion criteria 
that may enrich a study need to be weighed against the reduced pool of candidates.   
 
SPONSOR:  Pfizer 
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COMPOSITIONAL MRI ASSESSMENT OF THE NUCLEUS PULPOSUS OF HEALTHY 
AND DEGENERATIVE LUMBAR DISKS BY T2-MAPPING AND ASSOCIATION WITH 

MORPHOLOGIC SEMI-QUANTITATIVE GRADING 
 
*Dudek A., *,**Roemer F.W., ***Welsch G., ****Wimmer M., ***Trattnig S., *Bohndorf, K. 
 
*Department of Radiology, Klinikum Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany 
**Quantitative Imaging Center (QIC), Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA 
***Department of Radiology, University Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
**** Department of Biostatistics, Technical University, Munich, Germany 
 
INTRODUCTION: Semiquantitative (SQ) grading of the intervertebral disk is based on signal 
intensity, intervertebral disk height and differentiation of the nucleus and annulus. Shortcomings of 
SQ grading are insensitivity to change in longitudinal assessment. The T2 values of intervertebral 
disks are a reflection of hydration, of collagen structure and fibre texture. Hydration and 
consequently degeneration of the nucleus is directly correlated with T2 values. T2 mapping of the 
nucleus might potentially be applied as an additive surrogate marker for cross-sectional and 
longitudinal assessment of disk integrity. 
 
OBJECTIVE: To asses T2 relaxation times of the nucleus pulposus of intervertebral disks of the 
lumbar spine by T2 mapping and correlate mean T2 values with a descriptive SQ classification of 
disk morphology. Secondary aim was inter- and intrareader evaluation of SQ grading and T2 
mapping. 
 
METHODS: Lumbar MRI was performed on volunteers without lumbar pain on a 1.5 T system 
(Magnetom Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The intervertebral disks of the L1/2 to the L5/S1 
levels were assessed. The protocol for MR measurements consisted of a multi-echo T2 spin echo 
sequence (TR  1,200 ms, 11 echoes of 12.7 ms increments, Field of view  280x280 mm, 8 mm slice 
thickness). Total acquisition time was 13 min 22 sec.  The intervertebral discs were SQ assessed 
according to their morphology using the Pfirrmann-classification of disk degeneration1. T2 relaxation 
times were obtained using a pixel wise, monoexponential, non-negative least squares (NNLS) fit 
analysis. Circular-shaped regions of interest (ROI) were drawn manually in the center of the nucleus 
pulposus by two readers separately using OsiriX version 3.6.1 as DICOM-viewer.  Descriptive 
statistics using the mean T2 values and 95% confidence intervals were applied for comparison 
between T2 maps and morphologic grading.  Inter- and Intraobserver reliabilitiy for T2 mapping and 
morphologic grading were calculated by generalized estimation equations (GEE). Statistical analyses 
were performed using PASW statistics version 17.0.2 for mac (SPSS Institute, Chicago, IL, USA).  
 
RESULTS: 21 volunteers were examined. Mean age was 26.6 years (range 24-31), mean BMI 21.9 
(range19.0-26.2). 105 disks were analyzed. The distribution concerning morphologic grading was as 
follows: 10 grade 1, 52 grade 2, 26 grade 3, 10 grade 4 and 7 grade 5. Mean T2 values for each 
grade were 152ms (±22,5), 118ms (±24,5), 86ms (±19,3), 56ms (±13,4) and 52ms (±8,0) 
respectively. Values for grades 1-4 showed significant differences (p<0.001), while the difference of 
mean T2 values for grades 4 and 5 did not reach statistical significance (p=0.25). Inter- and 
intraobserver reliability for SQ grading and T2 mapping was good. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: T2 values in the nucleus pulposus significantly decrease with increasing grades of 
morphologic degeneration. T2 mapping might be a promising complimentary tool to assess cross-
sectional and longitudinal changes of disk degeneration or disk repair. 
 
REFERENCES: 1Pfirrmann CW, Metzdorf A, Zanetti M, et al. Magnetic resonance classification of lumbar intervertebral disc 
degeneration. Spine 2001;26:1873-1878 
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